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PART 1

Alerting Introduction

This introduction to alerting concepts is intended for users, administrators, and
developers.

Chapter 1, "Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM"
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CHAPTER 1

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC
SRM

The following topics describe basic features and concepts of the alerting module.

l Business solutions ..............................................................................................14
l What is an alert?................................................................................................ 15
l Alert consolidation.............................................................................................. 15
l Types of events ................................................................................................. 16
l Alerting infrastructure........................................................................................ 16
l Alert definitions ..................................................................................................17
l Alert types.......................................................................................................... 18
l Alert lifecycle .....................................................................................................18
l Clearing an alert to make it INACTIVE ............................................................... 19
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Business solutions

The Dell EMC SRM alerting module contributes to organizations' efficiency in
monitoring and managing data storage goals and infrastructure health. Alerting
features provide solutions for the following business goals:

Alert consolidation

Storage administrators need a consolidated view of all types and sources of alerts
including health alerts from all supported objects in the storage infrastructure.
The Dell EMC SRM alerting module provides a consolidated and customizable
view of all alerts regarding infrastructure health and availability, storage capacity
threshold crossings for all storage types and assets, and compliance to service
level agreements.

Efficient alert management

Administrators and managers should identify the critical alerts that are being
actively dealt with, their owners, and the critical alerts that are yet to be
addressed or acknowledged. Dell EMC SRM alerting can be a management tool
for marking alerts as acknowledged or owned. Resolved (inactive) alerts are
removed from the list automatically.

Alert categorization and prioritization

Administrators should search through hundreds of alerts to find the most critical
ones. Dell EMC SRM alerting lets you manage alerts by sorting and filtering by
various attributes, such as ownership, device, and severity of alerts. Alerts that
are already claimed or acknowledged by other administrators fall to the bottom of
the list. The report shows only alerts from devices that are marked critical.

In addition to viewing the consolidated alerting reports, managers of specific
device types or even individual devices can view reports of alerts from specific
devices.

Alert research

Storage administrators need an efficient way to drill into the causes of alerts and
other conditions that may affect larger issues.

To display a report with all known details about a specific alert, click a row in the
alert reports.

Alert notifications

Dell EMC SRM provides fully configurable notification features. Notifications can
be in the form of email messages, SNMP traps to a third party system, or logging
activity.

Out-of-the-box alert collection for entire storage infrastructure

Every SolutionPack comes with appropriate normalization of alerts that are
collected from its respective storage devices. Alerts are collected for the
discovered devices and appear in the global alerting reports as well as in the
device-specific Report Library. Alert consolidation for any device type can be
enabled or disabled on the Console.

Easy alert database management and auto archive ability

Dell EMC SRM self-manages the alert database, including automatic archiving
and automatic purging of archived data. Time frames for archiving and purging
are configurable.

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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Customization possibilities

Organizations can customize the alerting system for their specific needs. Some of
the customization opportunities are:

l Administrators can change or add to alerting actions, such as adding or
changing notifications, logging, and other actions.

l Administrators can change the threshold values that produce alerts.

l Administrators can change category assignment of an alert and create alert
categories. Categories provide a way to classify the type of alert. Some
examples are Availability, Performance, and Security.

l Users can create thresholds on certain data fields and generate an alert when
the threshold is crossed.

l Users can customize reports and various reports have fields that allow for
customized monitoring.

l Developers can define new alerts. These customized alerts are normalized and
appear in the same tables and are subject to the same management rules as
the out-of-the-box alerts.

Third party collection abilities

Developers can use the SNMP Trap Receiver or the Event Listener to gather and
normalize any alerts from any source.

What is an alert?
All alerts start out as events, but not all events necessarily become alerts.

In Dell EMC SRM, an event refers to a raw occurrence of any sort that is received or
generated in any way.

An alert is an occurrence that is normalized into Dell EMC SRM and has a valid alert
definition in the Alerting Frontend. The alert definitions add the information to the
Events database, making the alert available for inclusion on the alerting reports.

Specialized alert definitions are provided for other types of actions, such as adding
messages to logs, creating traps to third parties, and sending email notifications.

Only the alerts that get written to the database appear in the Dell EMC SRM alerting
reports.

Alert consolidation
Alert consolidation is the Dell EMC SRM feature that collects events from various
sources and normalizes them into the same format so they can appear together in the
same global alerting reports in the Dell EMC SRM Console.

Regardless of the device type, the event source, the type of event, or whether the
alert was predefined or is a custom alert, all normalized events are handled the same in
Dell EMC SRM. All events appear together in the All Alerts report. Console users can
filter, sort, and manage all of them from the same interface and same report.

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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Types of events
Alert consolidation collects and normalizes four types of events.

The out-of-the-box supported event types are:

Metric-based threshold events

Metric-based threshold events are generated based on metrics that are collected
by Dell EMC SRM collectors. If the collected data matches conditions in an alert
definition, the event becomes an alert.

Events sent to a listener port

Events that are sent to a listener port are events that originate outside of Dell
EMC SRM, such as on a device or a network. The source sends the event to a Dell
EMC SRM Event Listener. The event data is normalized based on conversion
rules. If the resulting data matches conditions in an alert definition, it becomes an
alert.

SNMP Traps

SNMP traps originate outside of Dell EMC SRM, such as on a device or network.
The source sends the trap to a Dell EMC SRM Trap Receiver. The trap data is
normalized based on conversion rules. If the resulting data matches conditions in
an alert definition, it becomes an alert.

Events collected from a scheduled report

A Console user can create an alert that is based on the reported or computed
values in reports. For example, suppose that a user wants to receive an email
whenever storage capacity for a particular service level falls below a threshold.
With features on the User Interface, a user can configure an alert that does
exactly that. If the resulting data matches conditions in an alert definition, it
becomes an alert.

All of the above types of events must match a filter in an enabled alert definition to get
processed as an alert. If an alert definition that filters for a particular event is missing
or disabled, the event does not become an alert.

Alerting infrastructure

The alerting module consists of various components that are installed on the Alerting
Frontend, Alerting Backend, and on a separate database just for alerts. In most
installations, the Alerting Frontend is the Dell EMC SRM Primary Frontend. The
components on the Alerting Frontend or the user-facing components are:

Alerting reports

Alerting reports provide users with lists of alerts, interactive management
features, and analysis capability into the specifics of each alert.

Alert definitions

Alert definitions define all of the conditions that cause events to turn into Dell
EMC SRM alerts. They also define the actions that occur as a result of the alert,
such as an email notification or a write to the database.

The Alerting Backend is the Dell EMC SRM Primary Backend. It contains the set of
supporting processes for alert consolidation and for writing alerts to the Events
database.

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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Events database
The Events database stores generated alert data for configurable periods of time.

The Events database contains two tables.

genericevents_live table

This table stores all ACTIVE alerts. The All Alerts report on the Console, and all of
the reports that are filtered versions of it, are based on the entries in this table.

An ACTIVE alert is one whose Active property has the value 1.

genericevents_archive table

This table stores INACTIVE alerts until they are purged from the system.

An INACTIVE alert is one whose Active property has the value 0.

For descriptions of the properties in the table entries, see Alert properties in a
database entry on page 149.

Alert definitions

For an event to result in an action, such as an email notification or getting added to
the database, it must match a valid and ENABLED alert definition. SolutionPacks
install predefined alert definitions appropriate to their function and devices. You can
create custom alert definitions. An alert definition consists of the following
components:

Entry point

The entry point is the filter that defines the events that the alert definitions
handle. The filter operates on the fields (properties) in the event data. The filter
identifies events by matching values in data fields, such as a MIB name and field,
or a collector name and metric, or an event name and device type. If the data in
an event does not match any filter in any enabled alert definition, no further
action occurs to handle that event. It does not become an alert.

Operations and Conditions

Operations and conditions are optional components in an alert definition.
Operations provide a way to change the metric data in an event. Conditions test
the data and provide alternate outcomes for different actions. A commonly used
condition is a comparator that compares the event's metric value against a static
value that is configured in the alert definition. A common technique in Dell EMC
SRM is a chain of comparators with each comparator using a different
comparator value. The outcomes are a series of SNMP traps creating Critical,
Major, Minor, and finally a Clear Trap, all on the same property. By changing the
comparator values, you change the definition of the severity levels.

Actions

Actions define what should occur as a result of the event. The most common
actions that are used in Dell EMC SRM alert definitions are:

l An Alert Trap that creates the alert from the event data and adds it to the
database, making it available for the alerting reports.

l A Clear Trap that clears an existing alert that has the same identifying
characteristics, such as same device, device type, severity, and other
identifying fields.

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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l A Log action that gets the event that is written to a log file.

The following actions are used in the global notification alert definitions to send
notifications after events become alerts. You can copy and customize these
global alert definitions:

l The Mail action is used by the Alert Consolidation email Notification alert
definition to send email messages of alerting information to the configured
recipients.

l The SNMP Trap action is used in the Alert Consolidation Trap Notification
alert definition to send traps of alerting information to the configured third
party systems.

Why you should pay attention to alert definitions
Most predefined alert definitions are initially in the DISABLED state.

Note

You must ENABLE at least one alert definition before you can see any alerts in the
alerting reports.

Here are some reasons why you may need to edit alert definitions:

l To change the delivered comparator values that result in critical, major, minor, or
clearing alerts.

l To configure the log file location and other file management parameters in existing
Log actions.

l To add Log action to log event data before it becomes an alert.

l To configure email and third-party notifications of alerts.

Alert types

All consolidated alerts, regardless of how they entered the system, enter into the
database in the ACTIVE state and are of type MOMENTARY or DURABLE. The type is
assigned in the message portion of the Alert Trap action in the alert definition.

MOMENTARY alert type

MOMENTARY alerts are those alerts that happen only once. An example is
Administrator logging in to the system. MOMENTARY alerts are
automatically cleared after 7 days. Although MOMENTARY alerts are typically
associated with informational alerts, their severity can be any of the severity
types.

DURABLE alert type

DURABLE alerts make an alert continue to be in ACTIVE state until a clearing
event comes from the source that makes it INACTIVE. Console users do not
manually clear DURABLE alerts. A force-clear action is available for
Administrators.

Alert lifecycle
Alert state is either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.

All alerts, regardless of how they entered the system, have the following lifecycle:

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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ACTIVE

An alert enters the system as ACTIVE. ACTIVE alerts are stored in the Live table
in the database, and they appear on the All Alerts reports in the Console.

INACTIVE

In general, an INACTIVE alert is either dealt with in some way or is considered
unimportant and ages out. INACTIVE alerts do not appear in the All Alerts
reports. They are still available for historical and trending reports. Alerts become
INACTIVE in the following ways:

(archived)

After a configurable period of time, INACTIVE alerts are automatically moved to
an archive table in the database. Archived alerts are still available for historical
and trending reports.

(purged)

After a configurable period of time, alerts in the archive table are automatically
purged. A purged alert is no longer available for historical or trending reports.

Clearing an alert to make it INACTIVE

There are several ways to remove or clear, alerts from the database and the reports.
Alerts that are cleared are marked INACTIVE in the Events database. INACTIVE alerts
do not appear on the All Alerts report or any of the reports that are filtered from the
All Alerts report.

MOMENTARY

A MOMENTARY (informational) alert gets cleared either manually or
automatically as follows:

Manual acknowledgment

On the Alerting report, right-click an alert and select Acknowledge. The alert
becomes INACTIVE and no longer appears on the Alerting reports. For
example, a VMware host sends an informational event about a server change.
A Console user right-clicks the alert in the All Alerts report and chooses
Acknowledge. The alert becomes INACTIVE.

Automatic archive

If no action of any kind occurs on the alert for a configurable number of days,
the alert becomes INACTIVE and no longer appears on the Alerting reports.
For example, a VMware host sends an informational event for a server
change and there is no action performed on the alert. The alert becomes
INACTIVE automatically after the default number of days.

Note

The default value for the number of days is 7.

DURABLE

A DURABLE alert gets cleared in one of the following ways.

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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Clearing event

Another event is processed that clears the existing event. The clearing event
is associated to the original event because it contains a set of matching field
values, such as the same device, same part, same event name, same severity.
The alert definition defines which values are events and which are clearing
actions. For example, an SNMP trap captures an event on memory utilization
> 80%. The event is normalized into an SRM alert. The alert is active until
another SNMP trap captures an event on memory utilization < 60% on the
same device. The second event clears the first event, and the SRM alert
changes to INACTIVE.

Force-clear

Administrator permissions allow the force-clear action.

Note

User permissions do not allow users to manually clear a DURABLE alert.

Alerting Features and Concepts in Dell EMC SRM
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PART 2

Alerting Reports and User Console

These chapters are intended for end users who use the alerting reports to monitor and
manage alerts in the storage infrastructure.

Chapter 2, "Explore alerting reports"

Chapter 3, "Manage alerts"

Chapter 4, "Customize reports"
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CHAPTER 2

Explore alerting reports

The following topics describe the Dell EMC SRM alerting reports. Learn about the
information in the reports, how to manage alerts from the reports, and how to
customize the reports.

l Drill-down features in alerting reports................................................................24
l Quick access to important infrastructure alert details........................................24
l Alerts Summary dashboard................................................................................ 26
l All Alerts report..................................................................................................30
l Alerts per Device Report.................................................................................... 33
l All Alerts and Breaches Report...........................................................................34
l Unacknowledged/Unassigned Alerts Report...................................................... 35
l Change the refresh rate on alerting reports....................................................... 35
l Find alerts for a device ......................................................................................36
l View high impact alerts and change the high impact keywords.......................... 37
l View top devices with critical alerts and set the number of top devices ............39
l Impact analysis of critical alerts......................................................................... 40
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Drill-down features in alerting reports
You can drill into individual alert details from any summary or tabular alerting report.

The following drill-down features are supported:

l From summary-level reports, such as bar charts on the dashboards and pie charts
on the home page, click a bar or title link to open a pre-filtered All Alerts report.
This report shows the alerts that support the summary statistics.

l In the All Alerts report or any filtered version of it, the Device column contains
links to the device home pages.

l From the All Alerts report or any filtered version of it, click a row to open the
Alert Details report for a single alert.

Quick access to important infrastructure alert details
The Dell EMC SRM Home page provides a quick overview of serious infrastructure
problems and provides quick access to more details.

The Home page is the default landing page after logging in. The four item reports on
the page indicate serious problems in the infrastructure, in the following categories:

l Storage Systems: How many Storage Systems are experiencing hardware failures
or critical alerts?

l Fabric Switches: How many Fabric Switches are experiencing hardware failures or
critical alerts?

l Hosts: How many Hosts are experiencing hardware failures or critical alerts?

l SRM Components: How many SRM Components are experiencing critical or major
alerts?

From any of these items, you can quickly drill into the supporting details, and then to
the details of an individual alert.

Procedure

1. In the left navigation bar, click Home.

The following details appear in each item report:

Link

Jumps to a pre-filtered All Alerts report. For Storage Systems, Fabric
Switches, and Hosts, the All Alerts report is filtered to show all critical
alerts and any other alerts that are related to hardware failures for the

Explore alerting reports
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category type. For SRM Components, the All Alerts report is filtered to
show all critical and major alerts for SRM components.

Pie chart

Shows the percentage of components in the category with serious
problems. In the example, 50% of SRM Components are experiencing
problems.

Red number in middle of pie chart

Shows the number of components in the category with serious problems.
There can be many reported alerts, all related to the same issue on a single
component. In the example, two SRM Components are experiencing
problems, with 10 alerts reported.

Out of x

Indicates the total number of components in the category. In the example,
two out of four SRM Components are experiencing critical or major alerts.
Likewise, there are 0 out of 11 Fabric Switches experiencing hardware
failures or critical alerts.

Category

Identifies the type of component: Storage Systems, Fabric Switches,
Hosts, or SRM Components.

Last two lines

Shows the count of alerts that appear in the linked All Alerts report. In the
example, the filtered All Alerts report for Storage Systems shows four
alerts that are related to hardware failures. The red number 1 indicates that
all four of those alerts are associated with the same storage system.

2. To view details about the alerts in one of the categories, click the link at the top
of the item.

The All Alerts report with filters appears.

3. To view complete details on a single alert, click that alert row.

Explore alerting reports
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The Alert Details report for the specified alert appears.

Alerts Summary dashboard
View a high-level dashboard summary of alert statistics. Drill-down into individual
alerts from the dashboard summary.

The Dashboards > Operations > Alerts Summary report shows graphical summaries
of all alerts that are based on the following characteristics:

l Severity, such as Critical, Major, or Minor.

l Alert occurrences by severity.

l Category of alerts, such as Availability, Capacity, Performance, or Environment.

l Source, such as Host, PowerPath, or VPLEX Collector.

l Device types.

On the Alerts Summary report, to drill-down into the details of a specific alert, click
one of the bars.

Explore alerting reports
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Figure 1 Alerts Summary report

Procedure

1. On the Console, go to Dashboards > Operations > Alerts Summary.

2. To see a larger version of any of the reports on the dashboard, hover the cursor
over the upper right of the report, click the down arrow and click Make this

element wider. 

Explore alerting reports
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3. From any report on the dashboard, drill into alert details and manage alerts:

a. Click a bar in a report.

The All Alerts report to appear, filtered by the attributes on the chosen bar.

b. To acknowledge or take ownership of an alert, right-click the alert and
choose an action.

c. To show more details about a specific alert, click that alert row.

The Alert Details and Impact Analysis report opens.

d. To return to the dashboard after drilling into detailed reports, click Alerts
Summary in the navigation path on the top of the window.

4. Examine the Alerts by Severity report.

This report helps to determine the number of critical, major, minor, or unknown
severity alerts that are ACTIVE in the system for the last 1 week. Each bar
represents a different severity.

Note

Informational severity alerts are not shown as part of this report.

See Step 3 for drill-down and alert management options.

5. Return to the dashboard and click the Alerts by Source title.

The bar chart for Alerts by Source helps to determine the number of ACTIVE
alerts from each source in the last 1 week. Each bar represents a source, such
as VMAX-Generic Event or Brocade-Generic Event.
See Step 3 for drill-down and alert management options.

6. Examine the Alerts by Device Type report.
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The bar chart for Alerts by Device Type helps to determine the number of
ACTIVE alerts from each device type in the last 1 week. Each bar represents
one type of device, such as Array, Fabric Switch, and Host.
See Step 3 for drill-down and alert management options.

7. Examine the Alerts by Category report.

The bar chart for Alerts by Category helps to determine the various categories
of ACTIVE alerts that are generated in the last 1 week. Each bar represents one
category of alert like Configuration, Operational, Error, Environmental, and
others.
See Step 3 for drill-down and alert management options.

8. Examine the Alert Occurrences by Severity report.
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This report shows that the number of times alerts have occurred over the past
week. One alert can have occurred many times.

No user actions are available here.

All Alerts report
View a consolidated list of active alerts from various sources in the infrastructure,
such as from VMAX, VNX-Block, VNX-File, Brocade, or Cisco devices, and drill into
alert details.

The All Alerts report displays a list of all ACTIVE alerts generated from various
sources in the last 1 week, in a tabular format. This report shows important
information about the alert, including severity, if the user acknowledges it, and has
claimed ownership. It also shows various identifying information about the source of
the alert, the alert creation time, whether it is DURABLE or MOMENTARY, and
whether it is certified. A certified alert has normalized values for name, alert message,
and other attributes that are consistent across SolutionPacks according to predefined
standards. The Device column contains links to the home pages for the device.
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Figure 2 All Alerts report

Alerts initially appear in the table that is ordered by severity and the time created. All
highest severity alerts appear at the top followed by lower severities and in the order
in which they were created, with the most recent alert at the top.

From the All Alerts report, click a row to drill into a specific alert and obtain the Alert
Details and Impact Analysis report for an alert of interest.
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Figure 3 Alert Details and Impact Analysis report

Procedure

1. Go to Operations > Alerts > All Alerts.

2. If you have an Admin role, right-click a row in the table to manage the alert.

3. To sort the report again by a column's values, click the column header.

For example, to sort the report again to group all alerts for the same
component, click the Component column header.

4. To filter the report to show only a few rows of interest, click the filter icon in a
column header and type a filter value.

Note

The filter field is context-sensitive. For example, in the Name column, Low
Free Space is not the same as Low free space.

However, when the Certified column is Yes, you are assured that the values
that are used in one alert are duplicated for similar events from other devices.
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5. To see more details about a specific alert, click an alert row.

An Alert Details and Impact Analysis report opens for that alert.

6. To manage the alert from the Alert Details and Impact Analysis report, scroll
to the end of the report, right-click the row in the table, and select an action.

Alerts per Device Report

The Alerts per Device report shows active alerts consolidated from various sources
based on device type in a tabular format. The 3 device type tabs, namely Storage
Systems, Storage Connectivity, and Hosts lists all the respective devices. This report
shows important information about the device, including device type, serial number of
the device, model, device name, OS, and number of alerts based on severity (critical,
major, minor, information) in different columns. The report also contains links to the
home pages for the device.

Note

In any report,

l To set the date range for the report, click the Report time selection icon and set
the date range.

l To create a link to the report in a personal dashboard, click the pin icon and add
the report to a new dashboard or to an existing dashboard.

To view the Alerts per Device report,

Procedure

1. Go to Operations > Alerts > Alerts per Device.

2. To view the alerts for a device, click a row.

The 3 graphs below the device list graphically show the alerts for the device.
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l The Trend graph shows the trend of incoming alerts at a point of time for
the selected device.

l The Alerts by Severity graph shows the alerts by severity.

l The Alerts by Category graph shows the alerts based on alert category.

The All Alerts section shows a list of all the alerts for the selected device.

3. To view the alert details, in the All Alerts section, click an alert row.

Alert Details page appears that displays all of the attributes of a selected alert.

All Alerts and Breaches Report

The All Alerts and Breaches report displays a list of all ACTIVE alerts and ACTIVE
breaches generated from various sources in a tabular format. This report shows
important information about the alert, including severity, if the user acknowledges it,
and if the user who has claimed ownership. It also shows various identifying
information about the source, creation time, whether it is DURABLE or MOMENTARY,
and whether it is certified. The Device column contains links to the home pages for
the device.

Value in the Source column identifies alerts and breaches in the All Alerts and
Breaches report. If the Source column value is Compliance, the row is a breach. If the
Source column value is anything else, then the row is an alert. To view the alert
details, click an alert row.

Procedure

1. Go to Operations > Alerts > All Alerts and Breaches.

All Alerts and Breaches page appears.

2. If you have an Admin role, you can right-click a row in the table to manage the
alerts.

The available user actions for an alert are as follows.
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l Acknowledge

l Assign

l Force Close

l Release Ownership

l Take Ownership

l Ticket ID

l Un-Acknowledge

3. To sort the report again by a column's values, click the column header.

4. To filter the report to show only a few rows of interest, click the filter icon in a
column header and type a filter value.

Unacknowledged/Unassigned Alerts Report

The Unacknowledged/Unassigned Alerts report displays all the unacknowledged and
unassigned active alerts. To view the report,

Procedure

1. Go to Operations > Alerts > Unacknowledged/Unassigned Alerts.

The Unacknowledged Alerts tab shows all alerts that are consolidated from
various sources that are active and unacknowledged. The Unassigned Alerts tab
shows all alerts that are consolidated from various sources that are active and
unassigned.

2. To view the alert details, click an alert row.

Change the refresh rate on alerting reports
Alerting reports are installed with preconfigured automatic refresh interval set to 180
seconds. You can change that value. To disable automatic refresh, change the setting
to 0.

At installations with a small number of alerts, you can reduce the refresh interval to as
low as 15 seconds.

For larger events databases (with a total number of active alerts more than a few
thousand), it may take a while for the alerting reports to load. In addition, if those
reports have the automatic refresh interval set too low, the alerting reports become
unusable. You can increase the refresh interval or disable automatic refresh.

If automatic refresh is disabled, you can refresh manually with the browser's refresh
feature to update the report as needed.

Note

New alerts that originate from SNMP can take up to 4 minutes to appear in the
alerting reports. This delay is independent of the refresh interval setting.

Procedure

1. Go to the report whose refresh rate you want to change, and then click
Modifications > Edit Reports.

2. Click the Report Details: Table tab.
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3. Scroll to the bottom and expand Display Options.

4. Change the value in Refresh interval (secs).

To disable automatic refresh, type 0.

5. Click Save.

6. To return to the report display, click BROWSE MODE.

Find alerts for a device
View all alerts for a specific device in the infrastructure.

Use the Operations tab on a device's home page to troubleshoot a device, analyze
alerting trends for a device, or see how availability affects alerts.

Procedure

1. Go to a device's home page using one of these methods:

l Click an active link in a report, such as the links in the Device or Serial
Number columns in many reports.

l Go directly to the device report, such as from Explore > All Devices > List
of Devices > device_name.

A device home page opens with a set of tabs:

2. Click the Operations tab.

Note

There may be sub-tabs to click for some devices.

The device-specific alerts report shows all ACTIVE alerts for the device.
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3. To show all details of an alert, including the detailed alert message, click a row.

4. To manage the alert, right-click the text in a row.

View high impact alerts and change the high impact
keywords

View all alerts that are considered of high impact. Customize the high impact keyword
phrases as required.

Use the High Impact Alerts report to view all important alerts. This report displays all
active alerts whose message contains phrases that are considered high impact,
generated during the last 1 week.

The report filters active alerts that are based on keyword phrases in the alert message
(the fullmsg property). For a message to be considered high impact, its fullmsg
property must include one of the keyword phrases in the filter.
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The out-of-the-box report includes keywords such as not ready, not available, now
offline, failed, and many others. You can view the list of keywords in the report filter.
You can also edit the filter to add and remove keywords.

Figure 4 High Impact Alerts report

Procedure

1. To view all active alerts that are of high impact, go to Operations > Alerts >
High Impact Alerts.

2. To modify the keywords that filter on fullmsg:

a. Click Modifications > Edit Reports.

b. Click the Filtering & Expansion tab.

c. In the Filter field, review the keywords in the filter rules.

d. To add or remove keywords, right-click in the expressions box and choose
Edit expression.
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e. In the dialog box, add, change, or delete the sub-expression, and then click
OK.

f. Click Save at the bottom of the Filtering and Expansion tab.

g. To return to the report page, click BROWSE MODE.

3. If you have Admin role, you can right-click a row in the table to manage an alert.
For example, choose Acknowledge or Take ownership from the right-click
menu.

4. To open the Alert Details and Impact Analysis report for a specific alert, click
that alert row.

View top devices with critical alerts and set the number of
top devices

Narrow the search for critical alerts in the environment using the Top Devices with
Critical Alerts report. Configure the number of top devices to appear on the report.

The Top Devices with Critical Alerts report displays the devices that generated the
highest number of ACTIVE critical alerts in the last 1 week in a bar chart. This report
helps to determine which are the devices that require attention based on the number
of critical alerts that are generated by that device.

Each bar represents one device. The device type and device name are listed at the left
of the bar. The number of critical alerts and the percentage of the total are shown at
the right of the bar. The number of devices (bars) is configurable.

Figure 5 Top Devices with Critical Alerts report

Procedure

1. In the Console, go to Operations > Alerts > Top Devices with Critical Alerts .

2. To change the number of devices (number of bars) listed on the report:

a. Click EDIT MODE.
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b. Click the Report Details: TopN Graph tab.

c. In the Settings for TopN Graphs section, change the value in the Number
of Sections field.

d. Click Save at the bottom of the tab.

e. To return to the report, click BROWSE MODE.

3. To show the details of the critical alerts for a device in a table format, click a
bar.

The table shows only ACTIVE critical alerts for the selected device.

4. If you have Admin role, you can right-click the text in a row in the table to
manage an alert. For example, choose Acknowledge or Take ownership from
the right-click menu.

Impact analysis of critical alerts
The global impact analysis reports identifies the upstream or downstream objects in
the environment that are affected by critical alerts on specific devices in the network.

Enabling impact analysis
Enable Impact Analysis to receive alerts that provide details about the effects of an
event and to populate impact details on reports.

Before you begin

Impact Analysis uses the event change listener in the SolutionPack for Storage
Compliance The SolutionPack for Storage Compliance must be installed and
configured before you can enable Impact Analysis.

Impact Analysis gives users additional information about effects of an event in the
SAN Environment. For example, if a switch port goes down many paths from host to
LUN can be affected and become unavailable. Impact Analysis displays alerts for these
paths. Similarly, if a disk fails or faults, the user receives alerts for all LUNs that are
carved from the disk.

Procedure

1. Browse to Administration > Discovery > SolutionPacks.

2. Click Installed SolutionPacks tab.

3. Under Other Components, click the pencil icon for Alert Consolidation.

The SolutionPack Reconfiguration Window appears.

4. Click the Enable Impact Analysis checkbox.

To disable Impact Analysis, clear the checkbox.

5. Type the hostname or IP address of the host of the compliance change event
listener. This host is typically the Compliance Backend host.

6. Type the change event listener port number, typically 2060.

7. Click Reconfigure.

If the operation succeeds, an OK button is enabled.

8. Click OK.
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Use impact analysis reports
The Operations > Host Impact Analysis and Operations > SAN Critical Event
Analysis reports analyze critical alerts and show the effects of the alert on other
associated objects in the network.

Before you begin

Full impact analysis with maximum information requires the following prerequisites.
Without the following, some limited information might appear in the reports:

l SolutionPack for Storage Compliance installed

l Impact analysis that is enabled

Procedure

1. Go to Operations > Host Impact Analysis.

The report lists devices that have experienced critical alerts and the hosts or
hypervisors that are associated with those devices in the SAN. The report
shows both initiators and targets.

2. Go to Operations > SAN Critical Event Analysis.

The initial report lists critical alerts.

3. To expand the impact analysis, exposing the affected objects and associated
paths and other details, click a row.
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CHAPTER 3

Manage alerts

The following topics describe actions available to users and administrators for
managing alerts.

l Actions for managing alerts ...............................................................................44
l Manage alerts.................................................................................................... 45
l Time lines for alert management........................................................................ 47
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Actions for managing alerts
Console users can mark alerts as acknowledged and take ownership of alerts. These
actions are convenient, optional ways to track, organize, and resolve alerts.
Administrators can assign alerts to other users and force closure on alerts.

Table 1  User options for managing alerts

Action Description

Acknowledge Mark the alert acknowledged.

l When a MOMENTARY type of alert is acknowledged, the
state of the alert changes from ACTIVE to INACTIVE.

INACTIVE alerts are no longer reported on the All Alerts
report and related subset of reports.

l When a DURABLE type of alert is acknowledged, it remains

ACTIVE and remains on the All Alerts report and related
subset of reports with Yes in the ACK column. Also,

ownership is automatically assigned to the user who
acknowledged it.

Un-Acknowledge Release acknowledgment without affecting the owner.

Take Ownership Take ownership of an alert without affecting the
acknowledgment. Another user with Admin privileges cannot take
ownership of the alert to which ownership is already taken. To

take the ownership, select Release ownership, logout, login
again, and then take ownership. Not more than one owner for a
particular alert is possible at a time.

Release Ownership Release the ownership of an acknowledged alert so some other
Admin can own it.

Ticket ID Assign Trouble Ticket ID to alerts.

Administrators have two additional management options.

Table 2 Administrator options

Action Description

Assign Set the owner field to another user.

Force Close Set any alert to INACTIVE.

Assigning Trouble Ticket ID

Before you begin

You can type in a Trouble Ticket ID from all the reports that show alerts under the
Operations icon, Dashboards icon, and Operations tab in Explore view and Report
library. You can also assign Trouble Ticket ID to multiple alerts at one go.
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Procedure

1. Select the alerts by selecting the check boxes.

2. Right-click any of the selected alerts and select Ticket ID.

Ticket ID pop-up page appears.

3. Type the Trouble Ticket ID and click OK.

You can view the Trouble Ticket ID of an alert in the Alert Details page.

Manage alerts
Alert management actions are available on the All Alerts report or on any filtered
variation of the All Alerts report.

For example, Dashboards > Operations > Alerts Summary > Alerts by Severity >
Critical is a filtered version of the All Alerts report for a specific severity.

Procedure

1. Go to any alerting report.

2. Select the alerts to manage:

l To do an action on a single alert, right-click the alert row and choose an
action from the menu.

l To do an action on multiple alerts, click multiple check boxes in the first
column, then right-click in one of the selected rows, and choose an action
from the menu.

Manage alerts
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Note

If the system displays No Actions Available when you right-click, the
login account does not have appropriate privileges and you cannot manage
alerts.

For example, choose Acknowledge.

If the action is successful, a success message appears briefly at the top of the
page. However, the Ack and Owner column values do not change immediately.

3. Wait for one or more refreshes.

Notice that the values in the Ack and Owner columns are changed to reflect
the actions.
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Time lines for alert management
Alert management usually consists of monitoring the list of alerts and dealing with
each alert in some appropriate way so that it becomes INACTIVE and disappears from
the list.

The primary report for monitoring and managing alerts is the Operations > Alerts > All
Alerts report. This report is a consolidated list of all currently ACTIVE alerts that are
received into Dell EMC SRM. Assuming that the primary goal is to keep the All Alerts
report as short as possible, or empty, the responsible users want to get their alerts
into an INACTIVE state.

The following sections describe possible processes for dealing with alerts and moving
them into an INACTIVE state.

Efficient monitoring
The following two-step monitoring program can help to manage alerts efficiently:

1. Administrators and users can use the Operations > Alerts > Unacknowledged/
Unassigned Alerts report to acknowledge or assign ownership of alerts.

2. Users can see their list of assigned alerts on the Operations > Alerts > All Alerts
report.

l They can create a personal list of assigned alerts by applying a filter on the
Owner column equal to their username.

l They can make the critical alerts appear at the top of their personal list by
sorting on the Severity column.

Timeline for MOMENTARY alerts
For MOMENTARY alerts, the Acknowledge action sets the alert to INACTIVE. For
MOMENTARY alerts, if no action is taken after 7 days, the alert becomes INACTIVE.

Typical time lines follow.

1. Alert first occurs.

2. Users evaluate the alert and resolve as follows:
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If the alert is
considered
unimportant:

a. User right-clicks the alert and chooses Acknowledge.

b. The alert becomes INACTIVE and disappears from the
report after a certain amount of time (maximum of 2
hours).

If the alert needs
some action:

a. An owner is assigned to the alert using either of these
methods:

l An administrator right-clicks the alert and chooses
Assign and provides a username.

l A user right-clicks the alert and chooses Take
Ownership.

b. A user opens a trouble ticket in a third party system or
otherwise deals with the issue.

c. When the issue is resolved or considered unimportant, a
user right-clicks the alert and chooses Acknowledge.

d. The alert becomes INACTIVE and disappears from the
report after a certain amount of time (maximum of 2
hours).

3. If users take no action on the alert for 7 days, it becomes INACTIVE and
disappears from the report.

Timeline for DURABLE alerts
For DURABLE alerts, the problem must be fixed on the remote system. When the
problem is fixed, another event occurs that clears the original alert. A typical timeline
follows.

1. The alert first occurs.

2. An owner is assigned to the alert using either of these methods:

l An administrator right-clicks the alert and chooses Assign and provides a
username.

l A user right-clicks the alert and chooses Take Ownership or Acknowledge.
For a durable alert, an acknowledgement also automatically sets ownership.

3. The user starts remedial action, either by opening a trouble ticket in a third-party
system or contacting an administrator for the affected infrastructure components.

4. When the cause of the issue is resolved on the affected component, a
corresponding trap or event is processed that sets the original alert to INACTIVE.

5. The alert disappears from the report after a certain amount of time (maximum of 2
hours).
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CHAPTER 4

Customize reports

Console users can increase efficiency in managing and researching alerts by
customizing the alerting reports. You can add new columns to a report, change the
sort order, and limit the report contents by applying filters.

l Add new columns...............................................................................................50
l Change the preferred sort order in a report....................................................... 50
l Filter a report .....................................................................................................51
l Change a column name in a report..................................................................... 52
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Add new columns
A Console user can add column to a table report.

There might be useful information available in the database that does not appear on
the default All Alerts report. For example, the enterprise might use one of the user-
defined fields and displaying that field on the All Alerts report would help you manage
the infrastructure.

All fields from the Events database are available for displaying as a column that
includes all of the system-defined and user-defined fields, and the Groups
Management properties (Platform, Business Unit, Customer, and Location).

This procedure changes the report for the current user only. Add the new column in
EDIT MODE to make the change visible to all users. See the product Help system for
instructions.

Procedure

1. Click the Report Options icon in the top right corner of the report and select
Customize Columns.

2. On the Table Customization dialog box that appears, for each column that you
want to display on the report, choose Display the column from the drop-down
list.

The columns appear in the table in the same order as this list.

3. Optionally rearrange column order by dragging the field names to a new position
in the list.

4. Click Save and Apply.

The column appears in the report using a default column name.

Change the preferred sort order in a report
Console users can change the default sort order of a report or temporarily change the
current sort order.

The default sort order for a report is defined in EDIT MODE. The initial out-of-the-box
sorting for alerts is by severity and the time at which the alerts were created. All
highest severity alerts appear at the top, followed by lower severities and in the order
in which they were created, with the most recent alert at the top.
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This procedure changes the report preferences for the current user only. Change sort
order in EDIT MODEto make the change visible to all users. See the product Help
system for instructions.

Procedure

1. To change the default sort order for the current user:

a. Hover the mouse above the top right corner of the report until small icons
appear, and click the Customize Table Columns icon.

b. On the Table Customization dialog box that appears, drag columns into the
Sorted columns area and select Ascending or Descending.

In the following image, the user is setting up to sort by Owner and
Component Type.

c. Click Save and Apply.

2. To temporarily change the sort order just for the current display, but retain the
defined default sort order:

a.
Choose a column that you want to sort on, and click the Sort ( ) icon in
that column's header.

The rows in the table are reordered according to ascending or descending
values in that column.

b. To change from ascending to descending or the opposite way, click the Sort
icon again.

Filter a report
A Console user can temporarily limit report output by applying a filter to a column.

You can make a report more useful by limiting the contents to rows of current
interest.
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This procedure changes the report for the current user only. To make a more
permanent change visible to all users, apply the filter in EDIT MODE. See the product
Help system for instructions.

Procedure

1. Click the Filter icon in the column header.

If a column header does not contain the Filter icon, that column is not available
for filtering.

2. In the pop-up box that appears, type the filter value that represents the rows
you want to include in the report. All others are excluded.

Typical expression characters such as % or * are valid for filtering the data.

3. To implement the filter, press Type.

Notice that the color of the Filter icon changes when a filter is implemented on
the column.

4. To cancel the filter, click the column's Filter icon again and select cancel
filtering.

Change a column name in a report
You can change the column header for any column in a report in EDIT mode.

Procedure

1. Click EDIT MODE at the top of the report page.

2. Click the Report Details: Table tab.

3. Click the blue bar for the column name you want to change to expose fields for
that column.

4. Type the new name in the Column Name field.

5. Click Save at the bottom of the page.

6. Click BROWSE MODE at the top of the page.
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PART 3

Alerting Administration

These chapters are intended for administrators who install, configure, and maintain
the Dell EMC SRM modules.

Chapter 5, "Setting up the alerting infrastructure"

Chapter 6, "Manage and configure alert definitions"

Chapter 7, "Alert notifications"

Chapter 8, "Alerting archive process"

Chapter 9, "Monitor and troubleshoot"
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CHAPTER 5

Setting up the alerting infrastructure

These topics describe how to set up consolidated alerting in Dell EMC SRM
installation.

l Alerting setup.................................................................................................... 56
l Enabling and disabling alerting adapters.............................................................57
l Preserve alert definition customizations during an upgrade............................... 57
l Configuring an SMTP server ............................................................................. 58
l Configure alerting adapters to use encryption and compression........................ 58
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Alerting setup
The Alerting features are included with the core Dell EMC SRM license and installed as
part of the Dell EMC SRM vApp. There are a few configuration tasks to perform after
installation.

Dell EMC SRM installation does the following regarding the alerting module:

l Installs the Alerting Backend on the Dell EMC SRM Primary Backend server. For
load balancing, you can have multiple Alerting Backends but they each require
their own Alerting Frontend.

l Creates the Events database in the same mysql database instance as the Dell EMC
SRM primary database.

The following table summarizes the configuration tasks that are required to implement
Dell EMC SRM reporting of consolidated alerts.

Table 3 Task list to set up alert consolidation

Task Description Procedure

Configure devices to
send events and traps
to Dell EMC SRM

For the alerting module to report on
SNMP traps and generated events
from external devices, the devices
must forward their traps or events
to the Alerting Backend.

For device-specific
instructions, see Dell EMC
SRM SolutionPack Guide,
available on the Dell EMC
SRM 4.3 Documentation
Index.

Enable and configure
alert definitions

Before any alerts are generated, the
associated alert definitions must be
enabled. After installation, most
alert definitions are disabled by
default. Each SolutionPack installs a
set of alert definitions appropriate to
its device. For each new
SolutionPack installed, look for the
accompanying alert definitions and
decide whether to enable them.

See Manage and configure
alert definitions on page 61.

(Optional) Configure
global notification alert
definitions

To send email notifications or third-
party traps, configure the global
alert definitions.

See Alert notifications on
page 71.

Configure the SMTP
server (if not already
done)

For the alerting module to send
email notifications, an SMTP server
must be configured. This same
configuration handles scheduled
report email messages.

See Configuring an SMTP
server on page 58.

(Optional) Configure
alerting components

All of the processes that contribute
to alert consolidation are installed
with default configurations. In most
cases, the default configurations are
appropriate and no additional
configurations are required.

See Alerting component
descriptions on page 99 and 
Edit process configuration
files on page 85.
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Table 3 Task list to set up alert consolidation  (continued)

Task Description Procedure

(Optional) Configure
adapters for encryption
and compression

Optionally configure the Alerting
adapters to use encryption and
compression when communicating
with the Alerting Backend.

See Configure alerting
adapters to use encryption
and compression on page
58.

Enabling and disabling alerting adapters
The alerting adapters must be enabled for alert definitions to work.

The alerting adapters are processes that run on the Alerting Backend. They participate
in the normalization process for certain types of alerts. They are specific to Dell EMC
SRM and are preconfigured for Dell EMC SRM requirements. Under normal
conditions, there is no reason to change the configuration of the installed adapters.

Although the Administration Console provides the functionality for creating adapters
and editing existing ones, these actions would only be necessary in a development
environment to support the processing of a new type of alert.

The adapters are enabled by default by the Dell EMC SRM installation. They must
remain enabled for alert consolidation to work. Under normal conditions, there is no
reason to disable them.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Adapters.

2. In the list of adapters in the right pane, use the State column to ensure that all
adapters are enabled.

A green check indicates enabled.

3. If any adapter is disabled, right-click it and choose Enable.

Preserve alert definition customizations during an upgrade
If a SolutionPack upgrade includes updated alert definitions, you must re-apply
customizations to the new definitions.

Before EMC ViPR SRM 3.6, a SolutionPack upgrade that included changed alert
definitions would replace the existing definitions, overwriting any customizations.
Upgrade instructions for these releases include steps to copy and save customized
alert definitions before the upgrade, and manually reapply the customizations after the
upgrade.

Starting with EMC ViPR SRM 3.6 and moving towards the later versions, any
SolutionPack upgrade that includes changed alert definitions installs the newer
definitions into a uniquely named folder. The result is that you have both sets of alert
definitions (the old and the new) available for comparison.

Upgrading to EMC ViPR SRM 3.7 is the final time manually re-applying customization
is required. The alert definition contextualization feature that is introduced in EMC
ViPR SRM 3.7 will make it possible for future upgrades to change alert definitions and
automatically preserve the customizations.

Use the following procedure after upgrading a SolutionPack in EMC ViPR SRM 3.6 or
3.7.
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Procedure

1. After the upgrade, go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert
Definitions.

2. Examine the SolutionPack folder names for similar-looking names. For example,
look for two folder names containing the same SolutionPack name.

3. Using the older set of alert definitions as a reference, reapply customizations to
the newer set.

4. Enable the newer definitions, and disable the older set.

Configuring an SMTP server
Configure an SMTP server to enable the email features in the product.

Procedure

1. Click Administration > System Admin > Settings > SMTP Settings.

2. Configure the SMTP fields.

3. Click SAVE CHANGES.

You have successfully set the SMTP variables on the Backend (alerting) server.
In a one-server setup, these settings also apply to the Frontend server.

4. In a setup with more than one server, set the SMTP variables on each Frontend
server.

Note

This step is required in a 4-VM vApp, or if the installation includes more than
one Frontend.

a. On the Backend server, copy the SMTP variables in /opt/APG/bin/
apg.properties.

b. On each Frontend server, paste the variables into /opt/APG/bin/
apg.properties.

5. Restart the Tomcat server.

a. Browse to Admin > System Admin > Server & Modules  > Modules.

b. In Logical Overview table search for Tomcat:: instance name - server
name and click the row.

c. Click Restart.

Configure alerting adapters to use encryption and
compression

Alerting adapters can be configured to use encryption and compression when
communicating with the Alerting Backend. You can configure encryption and
compression manually by entering parameters or you can use a configuration file. To
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configure encryption and compression using a configuration file, perform the following
steps.

Before you begin

Create a negotiation-connector.xml file with the following lines:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<config xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" x
  mlns="http://www.watch4net.com/APG/ChannelNegotiationConnector">

<host>localhost</host>

<port>2020</port>

<buffer-size>32768</buffer-size>

<retry-count>10</retry-count>

<retry-timeout>5000</retry-timeout>

<connect-timeout>60000</connect-timeout>

<write-timeout>5000</write-timeout>

<drop-control-fields>true</drop-control-fields>

<capabilities>encryption(@active=forced) 
compression(@active=forced)</capabilities>

</config>

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and go to Administration > Alerts > Adapters > APG
Values Socket Listener.

2. From the Configuration type drop-down, select Configuration file.

3. In Negotiation configuration file, click Choose File and add the
negotiation-connector.xml file that you created.

4. Click Save.
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CHAPTER 6

Manage and configure alert definitions

The following topics describe how to manage and configure alert definitions.

l About configuring alert definitions..................................................................... 62
l Contextualized and non-contextualized alert definitions.................................... 62
l Access alert definitions...................................................................................... 63
l Enable/disable alert definitions.......................................................................... 64
l Change alert definitions..................................................................................... 64
l Add a log action to an alert definition.................................................................65
l Configuring an alert definition ........................................................................... 67
l Contextualizing an alert definition......................................................................68
l About the ESRS alert definitions........................................................................70
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About configuring alert definitions
An alert definition defines the actions that should occur when an event meets defined
conditions. The conditions are sometimes configurable.

The Alerting Frontend interface presents the configurable parts of an alert definition
as fields that you can easily configure. For example, here is the form for configuring
utilization thresholds for an alert that is related to switch ports.

An alert definition must be ENABLED for the specified actions to occur.

Contextualized and non-contextualized alert definitions
Contextualized alert definitions allow for more than one set of configuration values.
Different named contexts can be configured differently.

Contextualized alert definitions provide the following advantages:

l If future SolutionPack upgrades change the alert definition, the customized
parameter settings are not affected because the contexts are saved separately
from the alert definition.

l You can define several contexts, or sets of values, for the same parameter set, and
enable/disable the contexts separately. For example, you might have different
settings for production and testing, or you might preserve the installed values in
the default context and create a context for the customized values.

When you configure a contextualized alert definition, you select the context that you
are providing values for. You can create and name new contexts.

Non-contextualized alert definitions can have only one set of configuration values.
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Access alert definitions
You can configure and enable or disable alert definitions. You can also view a graphical
representation of the alert definition, modify it (such as add or remove actions or
change the filter), and add new alert definitions.

Procedure

1. Click Administration > CONFIG > Manage Alert Definitions

2. Expand the alert definition folders until the alert definition name appears.

In the right pane, the Type column indicates whether the entries are folders or
alert definition names.

Alert definition folder

Contextualized alert definition

Non-contextualized alert definition

3. In the table in the right pane, right-click an alert definition, and choose one of
the following actions.

Edit Provides a graphical view of the components in the alert
definition, with access to each component. You can add,
delete, and change the configuration of components. Use this
option to add or remove components, such as actions or
comparators.

Configure Provides access to the configuration dialogs for each
component in the alert definition. Use this option to change
the configuration of a component, such as email recipients on
Mail actions or threshold values in comparators.

Probe Unavailable. Probes are implemented as a Test button when
you configure an alert definition.

Enable/
Disable

Activates or inactivates the alert definition.

Delete Removes the alert definition from the system.

Note

If you click (as opposed to right-click) an alert definition, the UI invokes either
the Edit or Configure action, depending on the last choice you made using the
right-click menu.

4. To set the default action (Configure or Edit) for the current session when you
click an alert definition, select the desired option one time on the right-click
menu.
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Enable/disable alert definitions
Many alert definitions are installed in the disabled state. If you want the events that
are defined by their filters to generate alerts enable the alert definitions.

You can enable/disable alert definitions at the folder level, subfolder level, or
individually.

Procedure

1. Go to Administration > CONFIG > Manage Alert Definitions.

2. To enable/disable alert definitions:

a. Click folder rows in the right pane until the folders or individual alert
definitions that you want to enable or disable appear as a row in the table.

b. Select one or more rows in the right pane using the check boxes in the first
column.

c. Click Enable or Disable at the bottom of the page.

If you selected a folder, all alert definitions under that folder are affected,
including the contents of any sub-folders.

3. In the right pane, use the State column to determine the status of individual
alert definitions.

Table 4 Alert Definition Status

State
column

Description

Empty This state column is a folder. Click it to show its contents.

The alert definition is enabled.

The alert definition is disabled.

The alert definition requires some configuration before you can enable it. Right-

click the row and choose Configure.

Change alert definitions
Administrators can change the out-of-the-box alert definitions to make them fit the
needs of the installation.

Typical changes include:

l Changing values in comparators.

l Adding log actions.

Note

Do not add the Secure Remote Services Event action to any alert definition.

l Configuring notifications.
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l Contextualizing an alert definition configuration

Add a log action to an alert definition
Most out-of-the -box alert definitions include the SNMP Alert Trap action to turn
events into alerts and write them to the Events database. You can add an action to
write the incoming event to a log file.

Note

Do not add the ESRS Event action to any alert definition. The ESRS Event action is
for Dell EMC use only.

Suppose that you want to use a log file to collect certain events for later analysis. For
example, you want to log the events that are filtered by the Backend Processing
Delay alert definition in the Dell EMC M&R Health folder.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage
Alert Definitions.

2. Expand the folders to find the alert definition, right-click it, and choose Edit
definition.

The graphical symbols for the components in the alert definition appear.

3. On the right most panel, click Action to expose the action symbols.
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4. Drag and drop the Log symbol onto the whiteboard.

A configuration dialog box appears for the Log action.

5. Complete the configuration dialog box.

a. For Template, leave blank or choose Log Template.

The template is convenient because it populates the configuration fields. You
can change the populated values.

b. For Name, type the phrase to display in the Log symbol in the graphical
display.

For example, type Process Delay Log.

c. To configure the log file location, retention parameters, and formatting,
complete the remaining fields.

d. For Entry content, variables are accepted. The format for a variable is
PROP.'propertyname', where propertyname is a field in the data that is sent
to the alert definition. See Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap
on page 144 for property names that are used in the traps. The
propertyname is not limited to the trap properties. For example, if there is a
threshold alert, other properties or metrics that are collected by a collector
are used in the alert definition and are available to use here even if there is
no such property in the Alert trap MIB.

6. Click Ok.

7. Attach the Log action to the correct outcome in the definition.

Note

For the use case, log the action that is attached to the Condition met output
of the Comparator.

a. Drag from the Condition met output on the Comparator (a solid gray
square on the right of the Comparator symbol).

b. Drag to the yellow outlined square on the left of the Log symbol, and release
when the yellow square turns green.

After a successful connection, the square turns gray.

c. Click Save, and then choose Save and enable or Save and disable.
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Configuring an alert definition
The Configure action lets you change the filter and configurable settings in an alert
definition, add new contexts and configure them if appropriate, and test or probe the
alert definition results.

For example, alert definitions often compare values in an event to a configurable
threshold setting. A filter defines which events to consider. If an alert definition is
contextualized, you can you define different filters or threshold values and name them.

Note

Not all alert definitions are contextualized.

Procedure

1. Click Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions.

2. In the table of alert definitions, expand the folders to find the alert definition to
configure.

3. Right-click the alert definition and choose Configure options.

l If the alert is contextualized, you see one or more named contexts, with the
configurable parameter names and the values for each context. Out of the
box, one context is named Default.

l If the alert is not contextualized, you see the configurable parameters and
the current settings.
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4. For a contextualized alert, you can:

l Change the values in any of the existing contexts, including the Default
context or any other named context.

l Create a context, as follows:

a. Click Add.

b. Name the new context, and click OK.

c. Type values in the new context.

l Choose Enable or Disable for each context. When multiple contexts are
enabled, the incoming events are processed multiple times, once for each
enabled context.

5. For a non-contextualized alert, change the values in one or more fields.

6. Click Save.

If the alert definition is enabled, the change takes effect immediately.

Contextualizing an alert definition
You can add contextualization to components in an alert definition and set the values
for the default context.

This procedure describes how to add contextualization to a component in an alert
definition This is a one-time process that sets up a component and parameter for
contextualization. Thereafter, users can add additional contexts by right-clicking the
alert definition and selecting Configure.

Many alert definition components, including all threshold Comparators, are
contextualized out of the box. Administrators can use this procedure to contextualize
the alert definition components that are not contextualized.

Note

The Action components, such as traps, logging, and email notifications, do not need to
be contextualized. Those configurations are not overwritten.

Procedure

1. Right-click the alert definition and choose Edit.

2. Double-click the component in the alert definition that you want to
contextualize.
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A configuration dialog box appears for the component.

3. Click the small down-arrow next to the configurable element, such as a
parameter or filter, and choose Define configuration.

Here is the arrow for a filter:

A set of context configuration fields appears.

4. Complete the fields:

l For Configuration item key label, type a name for this parameter that the
user sees on the configuration window.

l For ordering, optionally select the order in which the parameters appear on
the configuration window.

l For Configuration item key, type a key that is used to uniquely identify the
context and reference the context in other contexts within the same alerting
definition. For example, an alert definition might have 3 log actions for
different conditions. By using a key, you can configure the log action
component one time and then reference it in the other components by
choosing Configuration Reference when you configure the second and
third components.

l For the last field, type the default configuration that appears in the field
when the user adds a context.

5. Click OK.

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for additional parameters in the component.

7. Click Save below the alert definition whiteboard.

8. As a best practice, add the first context.

Otherwise, the component remains unconfigured.

a. Return to the alert definition list, right-click the alert definition, and choose
Configure.

b. Click Add.

c. Provide a name for the context. A best practice is to name the first context
Default.
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d. Click Save.

Results

The alert now appears in the alert definition list with an icon indicating that it is
contextualized. Users can configure it to add additional contexts, and enable or disable
the contexts.

About the ESRS alert definitions
Do not change or reconfigure the Dell EMC Secure Remote Support (ESRS) alert
definitions.

The SolutionPack for Dell EMC M&R Health and SolutionPack for Compliance include
the optional features that forward alerts about certain health conditions and breaches
for end of support for data center devices to Dell EMC. The features are installed and
configured during SolutionPack for Dell EMC M&R Health and SolutionPack for
Compliance installation by the alerting block question.

Note

Unless you configure the ESRS settings in the alerting block question, no information
is sent to Dell EMC.

A set of ESRS alert definitions is associated with this feature. Note the following:

l The ESRS alert definitions are hidden by default. To unhide the alert definitions,
see the next section.

l Do not change or reconfigure the ESRS alert definitions.

l Do not add the ESRS Event action (used in the ESRS alert definitions) to other
alert definitions.

l The alert definition Enable and Disable commands do not apply to the ESRS
definitions. The ESRS definitions are always enabled when the SolutionPack for
Dell EMC M&R Health alerting block is installed, and always disabled otherwise.

Unhide the ESRS alert definitions
You can optionally unhide the ESRS alert definitions to view them.

Procedure

1. On the SRM Admin UI page, go to Administration > Profile > User Settings >
Extras.

2. Enable the Display hidden definitions button.

3. Click SAVE CHANGES.

The ESRS alert definitions appear in the Alert definitions list.

Note

The alert definition is for viewing only. Do not change it.
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CHAPTER 7

Alert notifications

The following topics describe the alerting email notification feature and how to
configure the notification parameters that are associated with alerts.

l What are alerting notifications?......................................................................... 72
l About the global alert definitions........................................................................72
l Change SNMP version in Alert Consolidation Trap Notification......................... 73
l Configure notifications ...................................................................................... 74
l Change notification recipients, subject, and message ........................................77
l Create a notification template............................................................................78
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What are alerting notifications?
An alerting notification sends configured communication about alerts.

Dell EMC SRM includes the following global alert definitions for notification purposes:

l Alert Consolidation email Notification-Sends an email to a configured list of
recipients every time configured alert condition occurs.

l Alert Consolidation Trap Notification-Sends an SNMP trap to a configured third
party every time configured alert condition occurs.

Out of the box, these definitions are very general, sending notifications for all alerts
that are of severity 1, 2, 3 or 4. The recommendation is to consider these two alert
definitions as templates, copying them and altering the copies to fit any notification
requirements at the installation. You can alter the copies to be very specific to
individual notification requirements.

For example, you could configure the filters and recipient lists to send notifications
about defined sets of platforms to specific sets of recipients.

If you plan to create many alert definitions of the same type, consider creating a
template to store the common information. For example, a mail template could store
the subject and message, leaving only the address list to alter in each alert definition.

About the global alert definitions
Dell EMC SRM comes with a set of global alert definitions with very general filters
that issue notifications for a wide range of alerts.

It is generally not recommended to enable the global definitions as they are installed.
The global alert definitions might generate more notifications than an installation
needs.

The recommended process is to copy the global alert definitions and alter the copies
to define more specific conditions that satisfy the specific requirements. Then enable
the copies.

The following table describes the global alert definitions and presents items to
consider for tailoring them for specific situations of interest.

Table 5 Global alert definitions recommended usages

Alert Definition Name Description Considerations

Alert Consolidation email
Notification

Generates an email
notification to a specified list
of recipients for every event
for which alert definitions are
enabled with severity of 1, 2,
3, or 4.

The default sends an email for
every Critical, Major, Minor,
and Unknown alert. To limit
the email notifications to a
subset of alerts, create copies
of the global alert definition
and editing the filters in the
copies. The alerts may include
only Critical and Major alerts,
or only alerts from certain
sources of interest. To
specify the recipients,
configure the email
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Table 5 Global alert definitions recommended usages (continued)

Alert Definition Name Description Considerations

notification parameters in the
alert definitions.

Alert Consolidation Trap
Notification

Generates a Trap notification
to port 162 (the well-known
SNMP trap port) on a
specified host for every event
for which alert definitions are
enabled with severity of 1, 2,
3, or 4.

The default sends an alert to a
remote SNMP application for
every Critical, Major, Minor,
and Unknown alert. To limit
the email notifications to a
subset of alerts, create copies
of the global alert definition
and editing the filters in the
copies. The alerts may include
only Critical and Major alerts,
or only alerts from certain
sources of interest. Configure
the receiving host IP address
parameters in the alert
definition.

File System Utilization Generates logging and email
actions for any file system on
any monitored Host when
CurrentUtilization metric >
90%.

If other enabled SolutionPack
alert definitions are
generating file capacity alerts
that appear on the Alerting
reports, you might not need
this alert definition. The
default sends both email and
logging actions. Consider
copying this alert definition
and then removing one of the
actions (email or logging)
from the copy. Configure the
log file location and the email
notification parameters in the
alert definition.

Change SNMP version in Alert Consolidation Trap
Notification

You can change the Alert Consolidation Trap Notification alert definition to use
SNMPv3 for stronger security.

The Alert Consolidation Trap Notification alert definition forwards event information
as SNMP traps to third party receivers. To change the SNMP version that is used for
the traps, edit the alert definition, removing the existing SNMP trap component and
replacing it with a new action defined as SNMPv3.

Procedure

1. Go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions.

2. In the right pane, type Trap in the Search field.

3. Right-click Alert Consolidation Trap Notification and choose Edit definition.
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4. Double-click the SNMP Trap action symbol.

5. Copy the entire contents of the Trap content field, and click Ok.

You will later paste this content into the new SNMP Trap component.

6. On the right side of the whiteboard, expand Action.

7. Drag the SNMP Trap symbol to the whiteboard.

8. Complete the dialog box that opens as follows:

a. For Name, type a unique name for this action.

b. For Type, choose SNMPv3.

c. For Description, optionally provide a description.

d. Complete the following fields according to the requirements of the third
party receiver:

Host

Port Required. Typically 162

Community Required. Typically public

Trap OID

Engine ID Required

Username Required

Authentication Protocol MD5 or SHA

Authentication Password

Private Protocol DES or AES

Private Password

e. For Trap content, paste the content you copied from the existing SNMP
Trap action.

f. To save the configuration, click Ok.

9. Drag the connector that ends on the original SNMP trap component so that it
ends on the new SNMP trap component.

10. Delete the original SNMP trap component:

a. Hover the cursor over the component.

b. Click the Delete icon.

c. Click Ok to confirm.

11. Click Save.

Configure notifications
Use this procedure to configure mail or third party trap notifications.

A summary follows:

1. Create an alert definition by copying and pasting either the Alert Consolidation
email Notification or Alert Consolidation Trap Notification definition.
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2. To define the desired conditions:

a. In the Filter Entry component, ensure that the first phrase specifies
AdapterName is Mail Forwarder Adapter. This adapter is required for both
email and trap notifications.

b. In the Filter Entry component, alter additional filter phrases as needed for the
requirements.

c. In the Action component, configure the parameters as needed for the
requirements.

3. Save and enable the new alert definition.

4. For email notifications, ensure that the SMTP server is configured on the Alerting
Frontend. See Configuring an SMTP server on page 58.

Procedure

1. To copy a global alert definition:

a. Go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions.

b. Optionally, to store new notification alerts, create a folder. See Creating
alert definition folders on page 138.

c. Right-click the alert definition and click Copy.

The global alert definitions are at the end of the list.

d. Select the folder to paste the copy into, and click Paste.

To store the copy with the original, click the top level folder.

e. Type a name for the copy in the dialog box and click Ok.

2. To define the conditions for this notification, edit the filter as follows:

a. Right-click the copied alert definition and select Edit definition.

b. Double-click the Filtered Entry symbol.

c. In the Filter section, ensure that adapterName is Mail Forwarder Adapter.

If not, change it. Right-click in the block containing the adapter name,
choose Edit Expression, and change the name. The Mail Forwarder Adapter
is required for Mail and Trap notifications.

d. To change or append additional phrases to the filter, right-click in the
second filter block and select relevant choices.

For example, change the second block to filter only severity 1 alerts.

e. Click Ok.
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3. To configure the notification parameters:

a. Double-click the green component in the alert definition.

b. In the Parameters section, configure each parameter as needed:

Note

The down-arrow that precedes the parameter text boxes is used to
contextualize the alert. See Contextualizing an alert definition on page 68 for
more information.

Use the following guidelines to configure the Mail or Trap notification.

Table 6 Configure Mail or Trap Notification

Notifi
catio
n
Actio
n

Paramete
r

Description

Mail To Email recipients. At least one email address is required. Use a
comma to separate multiple addresses.

Subject Email Subject. Use the preconfigured value or edit to satisfy
the needs.

Message Email Message. Use the preconfigured value or edit to satisfy
the needs. Subject and message can include values from the
alert using the following syntax:

 PROP.'fieldname'

Trap Host Receiving host.

Port Receiving port.

Communi
ty

SNMP community in the message.

The following parameters change to match the SNMP version that is
defined for this notification template.

SNMPv1 SNMPv2 SNMPv3

Enterprise OID Trap OID Trap OID

Trap OID - Engine ID

Generic ID - Username

Enterprise specific ID - Authentication Protocol (MD5 or
SHA)

Variables OID format
(legacy or RFC)

- Authentication Password

- - Private Protocol (DES or AES)

- - Private Password
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Note

Trap content: Trap message to send to the third party. Use the
preconfigured value. If you change the trap content, it does not match the
MIB file for third party traps that are provided in the Appendix to this guide.

c. To verify the configuration, click Test Action.

Wait for a response.
If a Mail action fails, check that an SMTP server is configured on the
Alerting Frontend. See Configuring an SMTP server on page 58 for
information.

If a Trap action fails, check that the Host and Port parameters are correct
for the third-party's receiving SNMP listener.

d. Click Ok.

4. Click Save and then click either Save and enable or Save and disable.

Change notification recipients, subject, and message
Change the recipient list, the subject, and the message in a notification action by
reconfiguring the alert definition.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console, and then go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts >
Manage Alert Definitions.

2. Expand folders until the alert definition you want to configure appears in the
table in the right pane.

3. In the table, right-click the definition name and select Configure.

A set of blue bars appears. Each bar represents a component in the alert
definition. You can configure the parameters of each component using this
interface.

4. Click the blue bar for the Mail Action component.

Note

If a bar for Mail Action does not appear, the alert does not include a notification
action. In that case, edit the alert definition to add a notification action.

5. Change the To parameter to add, change, or delete valid email addresses.

Use a comma to separate multiple email addresses. A notification action must
have at least one recipient before you can enable it.

6. Optionally change the Subject and Message.

The default message includes all of the event data. You can edit the message.

7. Click Save, and then click Save and enable or Save and disable.
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Create a notification template
A notification template contains parameter values that you want to reuse many times
as you create Mail actions.

Templates save time. You can create a set of templates with all of the required details,
and then populate notifications quickly by applying the template. For example, you
could create a set of templates with different email recipient lists.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console, and then go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts >
Templates.

2. Click Create Template.

New template page appears.

3. Complete the fields for a Mail action, as follows:

Family Choose action.

Group Choose Mail.

Type Choose Mail action.

Name Type a unique name for this template.

Description Optional. Type a description for this template.

Parameters Optional. Type the parameter values that you want to
automatically populate when this template is used. If needed, you
can edit the populated values in the individual Mail actions. In To,
supply email addresses. Use a comma to separate multiple
addresses. In Subject and Message, variables are accepted. The
format for a variable is PROP.'propertyname', where
propertyname is a field in the Dell EMC SRM Alert Trap MIB. See 
Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap on page 144 for
the list of property names.

4. Click Create.

Here is an example template named Brocade admins critical alerts.
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Figure 6 New template for mail actions
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CHAPTER 8

Alerting archive process

The following topics describe the Dell EMC SRM alerting archive process and its
configurable parameters.

l Events database.................................................................................................82
l Lifecycle of an alert............................................................................................82
l Alert properties that affect the lifecycle............................................................ 84
l Edit process configuration files ......................................................................... 85
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Events database
The Events database stores generated alert data for configurable periods of time.

The Events database contains two tables.

genericevents_live table

This table stores all ACTIVE alerts. The All Alerts report on the Console, and all of
the reports that are filtered versions of it, are based on the entries in this table.

An ACTIVE alert is one whose Active property has the value 1.

genericevents_archive table

This table stores INACTIVE alerts until they are purged from the system.

An INACTIVE alert is one whose Active property has the value 0.

For descriptions of the properties in the table entries, see Alert properties in a
database entry on page 149.

Lifecycle of an alert
Alerts move from the genericevents_live table to the genericevents_archive table, and
then are purged from the system completely.

The time that alerts remain in the database is limited and managed. The alerting
lifecycle results in automatic space management for the Events database.

New alert is added to live table
Alerts are initially written to the genericevents_live table in the Events database. Most
of the properties are passed in from the Alerting Backend, that is based on content in
the Alert Trap message. A few properties are automatically populated in the Alert
Consolidation process. See Alert properties in a database entry on page 149.

Existing alert is updated
An existing alert is updated only when user actions are performed on the alert. User
actions include acknowledge, unacknowledge, assign, take ownership, release
ownership, or force close.

Same alert occurs again
The same alert data is likely to process through the system many times. For example,
if a collector collects metrics every 15 minutes, the same alert data about a metric
would be processed every 15 minutes until conditions change.

When the same alert occurs again, a new alert is written to the live table each time
and the previous occurrence of that alert is closed and marked INACTIVE.

Existing alert is cleared (made INACTIVE)
The following properties of an alert are affected when the alert is cleared:

closedat

A timestamp indicating when the alert was cleared.

eventstate

Changed to INACTIVE when an alert is closed.
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active

Changed to 0 (false).

INACTIVE alert is moved to the archive table
A move-out process removes INACTIVE alerts from the genericevents_live table
and adds them to the genericevents_archive table. When an alert's closedat
property is populated, the alert is a candidate for this move-out operation.

The move-out process is configurable.

Table 7 Move-out process configuration settings

process::instance File name Element and Attributes

Generic-Live-Writer::Alert-
Consolidation conf/alert-event.xml <moveout field="ClosedAt" period="2h" 

timeout="1h" unit="ms" /> Where: 
                  

l period is how often the move out process runs.

l timeout is the minimum amount of time that a closed

alert must remain in the active table before being moved
to the archive table.

The example entry shows the default configuration settings.
The move-out process runs every two hours and moves alerts
with elapsed time between the closedat value and the

current time > 1 hour. With these settings, a user has an hour
to Unacknowledge an alert after acknowledging it by mistake.

Untouched (ignored) alert is auto-closed to archive table
In addition to the active-update-clear cycle described, there is also an active-
untouched-inactive cycle to handle alerts that are not cleared within a certain
timeframe.

For MOMENTARY alerts, if the alert still exists in the active table after a configurable
number of days, it is moved out of the genericevents_live table and into the
archive table.

The auto-close process compares the timestamp in the openedat property to the
current time and archives alerts that were not cleared within the configured
timeframe.

The auto-close process is configurable.

Table 8 Auto-close process configuration settings

process::instance File name Attributes

Active-Cache::Alert-
Consolidation conf/ac-alert-

consolidation.xml
<auto-close period="1d" timeout="7d" />
        Where: 
                  

l period specifies how often the auto-close process runs.
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Table 8 Auto-close process configuration settings

process::instance File name Attributes

l timeout specifies the maximum amount of time that an

active alert can exist in the live table before being
automatically closed and moved to the archive table.

The example entry shows the default configuration settings. It
configures the auto-close process to run once a day and to
close and move to archives any alerts with the openedat
timestamp value older than 7 days.

Expired alert is purged from the archive table
An alert exists in the genericevents_archive table for 30 days (by default). After
that, the alert is purged from the system entirely by the expiration process.

The expiration process is configurable.

Table 9 Expiration process configuration settings

process::instance File name Attributes

Generic-Live-Writer::Alert-
Consolidation conf/alert-event-

archive.xml
<expiration field="OpenedAt" period="1d" 
timeout="30d" unit="ms" />
            Where: 
                  

l period specifies how often the expiration process runs.

Note

It is a performance-related parameter. If you have a high
volume of alerts, you can see a Backend performance
change by adjusting this attribute value.

l timeout specifies the amount of elapsed time since the

alert was opened that should elapse before the alert is
purged from the system.

The example shows the out-of-the-box attribute settings. It
configures the expiration process to run once a day and to
retain alerts for 30 days after they are opened. After that,
they are purged from the archives.

Alert properties that affect the lifecycle
Certain properties of an alert affect its lifecycle, such as the state or type of the alert
and how old it is.

All alerts have the same data fields, or properties. Most alert properties that are
originated from the source of the alert. Alert Consolidation process assigns additional
properties, and others maintained by system processes during the life of the alert.

The following list describes the alert properties that influence the alert lifecycle. For a
description of all properties in an entry in the database, see Alert properties in a
database entry on page 149.
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eventtype

Assigned in the alert definition. It is either DURABLE or MOMENTARY.

active

Initially set to 1. It gets set to 0 as follows:

l For MOMENTARY alerts, active changes to 0 when a Console user performs
an Acknowledge action.

l For DURABLE alerts, active changes to 0 when another event that contains
the same identifying properties as the original clears the alert. The origin of
the clearing alert might be a metric that is within acceptable values, or an
SNMP clear trap.

acknowledged

Indicates whether a user has acknowledged the alert with a management action
on the Console. Value is:

l 0 for not acknowledged. Displays No on the Console.

l 1 for acknowledged. Displays Yes on the Console.

openedat

The timestamp when the alert entered the Alert Consolidation process. Format is
the Java timestamp.

closedat

Initially null. This property is populated with a timestamp as follows:

l MOMENTARY alerts are populated with the current timestamp when a
Console user performs an Acknowledge action.

l DURABLE alerts are populated with the current timestamp when the Alerting
Backend sends the clear trap.

Edit process configuration files
Administrators can edit configuration files for the alerting processes directly from the
Console.

Before you begin

Administrator permission is required.

The configuration files that control Dell EMC SRM processes are XML text files. Use
the following procedure to access and change them.

Procedure

1. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules.

A list of processes appears.

2. Click the process: : instance that you want to configure.

3. In the right pane, expand the blue bar named Configuration files.

4. Click the Edit (pencil) icon next to the configuration file name to edit.

5. Edit the file, and then click Save.
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CHAPTER 9

Monitor and troubleshoot

The following topics describe how to monitor the Dell EMC SRM alerting module and
how to analyze problems.

l Monitor alerting health.......................................................................................88
l Device-specific configurations........................................................................... 89
l Log files to monitor............................................................................................ 89
l Use event spy to troubleshoot alerts..................................................................90
l Use probing to troubleshoot an alert definition.................................................. 92
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Monitor alerting health
The SolutionPack for Dell EMC M&R Health monitors key performance indicators for
system components, including the alerting components.

Procedure

1. To research the health of the Alerting-Backend:

a. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC M&R Health > Logical Summary >
Backends.

b. Hover the cursor over the upper right of the Backends heat map report,
click the down arrow icon and select Make this element wider icon.

Now you can see the names in the heatmap blocks.

c. In the Alerting section, click the Alerting-Backend block.

d. Scroll down to see the following health reports for the Alerting-Backend:

l Availability (%), CPU Usage (%), Memory Usage (%), and Memory
Used

l The Alert Data report lists more components.

e. To check the availability and data volume trends for the adapter processes,
click Adapters.

2. To research the health of the Alert Consolidation processes:
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a. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC M&R Health > Logical Summary >
Collectors.

b. Hover the cursor over the upper right of the Collectors heat map report and
click the Make this element wider icon.

Now you can see the names in the heatmap blocks.

c. In the Event Processing Managers section, click the Alert-Consolidation
block.

d. Scroll down to see the following health reports for Alert Consolidation:

l Availability (%), CPU Usage (%), Memory Usage (%), and Memory
Used

l The Trap Receiver report shows metrics for trap processing.

Device-specific configurations
Devices that generate events or SNMP traps must be configured to send those events
or traps to the Dell EMC SRM Event Listener or SNMP Trap Receiver.

This configuration is required on each device that participates in alert consolidation.
Device-specific instructions are included in the Dell EMC SRM SolutionPack Guide,
available on the Dell EMC SRM 4.3 Documentation Index.

Log files to monitor
Use the Alert Consolidation logs from the Event-Processing-Manager for monitoring
and troubleshooting the alerting module.

Search the log files for the keywords Warning, Error, or SEVERE.

To access the log files on the Console, go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN >
Servers & Modules > Modules > process_name, expand the blue bar labeled Log
Files, select a file, and click Download.

You can also find the logs in the Backend Server in /opt/APG/Event-
Processing/Event-Processing-Manager/Alert-Consolidation/logs.
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Use event spy to troubleshoot alerts
Event spy is a utility that logs the property values of events as they pass through
spied components.

Event spy can help to troubleshoot events flowing through the system. By spying on a
process, you can verify the values in event data after the component processes the
event.

To install and use Event Spy, perform the following steps.

Procedure

1. To install the Event Spy utility, go to /opt/APG/bin/manage-modules
install event-processing-utils-1.2u1-linux-x64.pkg and install
the package contents.

2. Locate the configuration file to change:

a. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Event-Processing-Manager::Alert-Consolidation.

b. Click the blue bar for Configuration Files.

c. Select the conf/processing.xml file, and then click Edit.

3. Modify the configuration file:

a. Add the following line in an appropriate place in the file, such as after the
ALERT-LOG-PROCESSOR line:

<processing-element name="SPY" 
 config="Event-Processing-Utils/Default/conf/" type="Event-
Spy"/>

b. For each component that you want to spy on, modify the element naming
that component by adding the word SPY to the data attribute.

For example, you can spy on the Event Listener by adding SPY to the
element for ALERT-EVENT-LISTENER, as follows:

<processing-element name="ALERT-EVENT-LISTENER"
 config="Generic-Event-Listener/Alert-Consolidation/conf/
alert-event-listener.xml"
 data="SPY ALERT-LOG-PROCESSOR" /> 

You can also spy on multiple components.

c. Click Save.

d. On the page that appears, scroll up to locate the Service Status section,
and click Restart.

4. To see the spy results:

a. On the same page, collapse the blue bar for Configuration Files and click
the bar for Log Files.

b. Select the newest log file, and then click Download.
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c. Open the downloaded file.

Example 1  Example log entry

As new events are processed, you begin to see detailed log messages for the
components that were spied on. The entries include the property values for each
processed event.

The following example shows a log entry after configuring spying on the Event
Listener.

INFO   -- [2015-05-12 14:04:19 EDT] -- LogRule::log(): LogRule: END 
VPLEX SNMP FILE (99-Finalizer.xml:208): 
com.watch4net.events.common.data.GenericEvent
    snmpTrapOIDKey             = 
0                                                (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    mib                        = SNMPv2-
MIB                                       (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    snmpTrapOID                = .
1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21.0.4                         (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21.1.1.0 = 
FNM00141500208                                   (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21.1.2.0 = 
0                                                (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21.1.3.0 = 
0                                                (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21.1.4.0 
=                                                  
(OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    .1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21.1.5.0 = This is the body of the testing 
callhome message (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    Source                     = VPLEX-
GenericEvent                               (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    eventDescription           = SNMP-
VPLEX                                       (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    sourceIP                   = 
10.247.143.119                                   (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    generic                    = 
6                                                (OCCURRENCE,INT)
    specific                   = 
4                                                (OCCURRENCE,INT)
    enterprise                 = .
1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.21                             (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    timestamp                  = 
1431453859268                                    (OCCURRENCE,LONG)
    community                  = 
public                                           (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    sysUpTime                  = 
0                                                (OCCURRENCE,LONG)
    agent                      = 
10.247.143.119                                   (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    id                         = 
6148047510137995330                              (OCCURRENCE,LONG)
    sourceip                   = 
10.247.143.119                                   (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    lastchangedat              = 
1431453859268                                    (OCCURRENCE,LONG)
    devtype                    = 
VirtualStorage                                   (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    active                     = 
yes                                              (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    eventtype                  = 
MOMENTARY                                        (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
    certainty                  = 
100                                              (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
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Example 1  Example log entry (continued)

    severity                   = 
4                                                (OCCURRENCE,STRING)
 

Use probing to troubleshoot an alert definition
Probing helps you confirm the behavior of an alert definition.

A probe tests the elements in an alert definition in real time to see how data is
evaluated at each component. The results display separately for each component,
allowing you to analyze the exact results at each stage in the alert definition.

A probe allows you to change the filter or other configurable components just for the
probe, and test the effects of those changes. All of the results appear in the same
window with the alert definition, making for easy editing and retesting. Probing helps
you create complex alert definitions.

For instructions on using probing, see the product Help.
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PART 4

Developing New Alerts

These chapters are intended for developers who create alerts for normalization and
consolidation into the Dell EMC SRM alerting module.

Chapter 10, "General information about the alert consolidation process "

Chapter 11, "Create custom alerts"

Chapter 12, "Create custom alert definitions"

Chapter 13, "Alerting database and active cache"

Chapter 14, "Formats and MIB"

Chapter 15, "Additional development topics"
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CHAPTER 10

General information about the alert
consolidation process

The following topics describe the process for normalizing and consolidating events
into alerts and getting alerts that are written into the database. These topics apply to
all alerts regardless of the source of the originating event.

l Common alerting process flow ..........................................................................96
l About traps in Dell EMC SRM............................................................................ 97
l About Alert Traps and Alert Clear Traps.............................................................98
l How alert severities are assigned....................................................................... 98
l Alerting component descriptions........................................................................99
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Common alerting process flow
Regardless of how events enter the system, they reach the Alerting Backend as a
normalized event. The Alerting Backend starts the process to get the alert into the
database.

Events enter the system in various ways, through the Event Listener, the Trap
Receiver, or directly into the Alerting Backend as threshold alerts or alerts on
scheduled reports. Each of these specific flows is described later. The result from
each of them is the same — a normalized event.

The following illustration shows the common process flow after an event is
normalized.

Figure 7 Common process flow

The following section describes the general processing.

1. For each event, it receives the Alerting Backend checks for a valid and enabled
alert definition with a filter and operational conditions that match the event data.
Alert definitions are stored in the Alerting frontend. You can view, edit, and create
alert definitions on the Dell EMC SRM Administration Console.

2. If the event data does not match the conditions in any enabled alert definition, the
data is dropped by default.
If a matching alert definition is found for the event, the Alerting Backend
implements the actions in the alert definition. The action is typically an Alert Trap
to turn the event into a Dell EMC SRM alert. Other actions include log actions or
potentially customized actions.

3. If the alert definition includes an Alert Trap action, the event is forwarded to the
Trap Receiver. The Alert Trap action must:

l Send the trap to localhost on port 2041.

l Contain a message that conforms to the Dell EMC SRM format as seen in all
out of the box alert definitions. See Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear
Trap on page 144.
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Note

If the alert definition does not include an Alert Trap action, the event is not added
to the Events database, and does not show up in the Dell EMC SRM alerting
reports.

4. The SNMP Trap Receiver picks up the event on port 2041 and forwards it to the
Log Processor.

5. The event might have been through the Log Processor while it was being
normalized. This time, however, the Log Processor recognizes that the data is
already normalized, and does not need to reformat it. The Log Processor forwards
the event on to the Event Key Modifier.

6. The Event Key Modifier adds a unique ID to the data, and forwards the data to the
Event Property Tagger.

7. The Event Property Tagger infers additional data values, such as Category, and
group-related properties such as Platform, Business Unit, Customer, and Location,
and adds the event to the Active Cache.

8. The Generic Live Writer manages the movement from the Active Cache into the
genericevents_live table in the Events database. The event is now a Dell
EMC SRM alert.

9. The Dell EMC SRM Primary frontend accesses the Events database to generate
alerting reports.

10. Console users view and manage alerts through the alerting reports.

About traps in Dell EMC SRM
There are three possible ways that traps might be used in the alerting module.

Receiving traps as an event (event traps)
Event traps are the traps that the Trap Receiver receives from third party systems.
These traps usually indicate a health problem on a particular device. Event traps are
normalized into the Dell EMC SRM alert model and sent to the Alerting Backend for
processing. See Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap on page 144 for the
required normalized format.

Sending alert traps to add an alert into the database (alert traps)
The Alerting Backend creates Alert traps for events that are normalized. The alert trap
is required to insert the event data into the Events Database (genericevents_live
table). The Alerting Backend creates this trap and sends the event to the Trap
Receiver. The Log Processor recognizes Alert Traps and forwards them up the stack
and into the Events database.

Sending traps to a third party system (third-party traps)
Third-party traps are the traps that are sent from Dell EMC SRM to another system.
You can configure these traps using the Alert Consolidation Trap Notification global
alert definition.

Third-party traps are typically used to send the Dell EMC SRM alerts to a centralized
alert management tool. You can provide the SRM-ALERTS-MIB to the third-party.
See SRM-ALERTS-MIB on page 154.
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About Alert Traps and Alert Clear Traps
The Alert Trap is the mechanism for adding an event into the Dell EMC SRM Events
database. The Alert Clear Trap clears a previously issued alert trap.

"Alert trap" in Dell EMC SRM means that the trap that is sent to the Trap Receiver
with a message in a predefined format that gets transformed and written into the
Events Database.

The Alert Clear Trap is a similar concept that has a value of INACTIVE in the
eventstate field. The alert clear trap is one way to clear an alert in Dell EMC SRM.

To add the Alert Trap and Clear Trap actions to new alert definitions, copy the
configurations from existing alert definitions. Ensure to preserve the following
characteristics:

l Use localhost as the IP address and port 2041, which is the default SNMP trap
receiver port for Dell EMC SRM to send the trap to the Trap Receiver.

l Copy the trap content from an existing alert definition and modify to ensure that it
contains the required fields and format for the generic_events database entry
that is created.

See Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap on page 144 for field order,
descriptions, and examples.

How alert severities are assigned
Alert severity is assigned to any alert written to the database.

Severity can be assigned at various points in the alert consolidation process.

1. During alert normalization as specified in the rules files.

2. In the Alert Trap either by passing through the PROP.'severity' value (to pass
in the value that is assigned during normalization) or by using a constant value in
the Alert Trap message. You can use either the integer or the SNMP ENUM,
according to the following table.

3. If no severity is assigned in the Alert Trap, it defaults to 4 (UNKNOWN).

The following table shows alert severities and the enumerated values that are used for
the Alert Trap and the database.

Num SNMP ENUM translates to this value in the database and reports

1 critical CRITICAL

2 error MAJOR

3 warning MINOR

4 null UNKNOWN

5 info INFORMATIONAL
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Alerting component descriptions
This section provides reference definitions for all of the components and processes in
the Dell EMC SRM alerting subsystem.

Alerting Frontend

The Alerting Frontend exists on the Dell EMC M&R Frontend and is accessed on
the Console using Administration > CONFIG > Alerts. The Alerting Frontend
contains the alert definitions and their dependencies. This component interfaces
with one or more Alerting Backends.

Alerting Backend

The Alerting Backend receives data and alerts on the data. You can have multiple
Alerting Backends on different servers to distribute the load. Each Alerting
Backend contains alerting configurations such as alert definitions, adapters, and
other dependencies that are set up in the Alerting Frontend.

An Alerting Backend can receive data from Dell EMC SRM processes or from a
third party. For example, the Alerting Backend receives performance data from a
Collector Manager through a Cache Connector. It can receive events and flows
from an Event Processing Manager by a Generic Event Writer. It can also receive
reports to alert on from the Dell EMC SRM Frontend or a third party.

To access the Alerting Backend configuration and log files, log in to the Console
and go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Alerting Backend::instanceName.

Alert Definition

An alert definition includes a filter that defines the events that the definition
applies to. An event must match a filter in a valid and enabled alert definition to be
acted on, including getting written to the database.

In addition to the filter, alert definitions include actions that describe what the
result of the alert condition should be. Actions include logging or the Alert Trap
action that gets the event that is written into the Events database. The events
that are handled by that alert definition do not make it into the database and do
not appear on reports, if an alert definition does not include an Alert Trap action.

Additional optional components in an alert definition are operations and conditions
that change and evaluate metric values to determine which action, if any, to
perform.

Each SolutionPack adds its own appropriate set of alert definitions during
SolutionPack installation. Customized definitions are also possible.

To view, customize, and create alert definitions, log in to the Console and go to
Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions.

Adapters

An event is a basic structure that includes a timestamp, event name, part name,
device name, and so on. Adapters take any data and transform it into that model.

The event data format is the same as the Alert Trap format, using only a subset of
the fields that the Alert Trap uses. The Alert Trap accepts data from the event
using the format PROP.'fieldname'.
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Dell EMC SRM is installed with a set of pre-configured adapters that handle the
types of translations that are described in this guide. Typical operation does not
require new adapters or changes to the configuration of the installed adapters.

The adapters that are installed with Dell EMC SRM are:

Mail Forwarder adapter

This adapter listens on a socket (port 2012) for incoming events. This
adapter is used while sending alerts as traps to third party notifications or
sending alerts as email messages.

APG Values Socket Listener adapter

This adapter listens on port 2010 for values from the socket connector in the
collecting.xml file. The data has the properties adapterName
containing the name of this adapter and adapterType containing
RVSocketListener.

It listens for collected metrics and translates them into event data. The event
data includes fields that identify the source of the data (adaptername and
adapterType).

Alert Consolidation adapter

This adapter listens on a socket (port 2013) for incoming internal events. The
resulting data has the properties adapterName containing the name of this
adapter and adapterType containing EventAdapter.

APG Report Data adapter

This adapter accepts data from exported (scheduled) reports and translates
the data into consolidated event data. The resulting data includes
adapterName = APGReportData and adapterType =
Eventadapter, as well as any values created using frontend formulas.

Trap Receiver

A default trap receiver is installed at /opt/APG/Event-Processing/Trap-
Receiver/Alert-Consolidation on the Primary Backend server. The Trap
Receiver, on port 2041, plays two roles in the event processing flow.

Traps from external devices

One way for events to enter the alert consolidation process is as an SNMP
trap from an external device. The information in the trap is normalized and
then passed on to the Alerting Backend. The Alerting Backend matches the
normalized event to an alert definition and the event enters the common
alerting flow.

If a device uses traps to consolidate alerts, the SolutionPack for that device
installs appropriate MIB files and rules files to help translate the trap into a.
These files are stored as configuration files to the Trap Receiver.

Alert Traps from alert definitions

For an event to get written to the Events database and become Dell EMC
SRM alert, the event must match a filter in an enabled alert definition that
includes an Alert Trap action.

The Alert Trap action is used for any type of event in the event consolidation
process, regardless of how they originally entered the process.
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The Trap Receiver listens for both types of incoming traps at port 2041,
processes it according to the configuration, and sends it to the next component,
the Event-Log-Processor.

Log in to the Console and go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers &
Modules > Modules > Trap Receiver - Alert Consolidation to view the Trap
Receiver configuration files (including all of the MIBs and rules files that are
installed by the SolutionPacks).

The Trap Receiver Administration Guide, also available on that page, describes the
default configuration of the installed trap receiver and the required rules file
format.

Generic Event Listener

The Generic Event Listener collects events coming from sources. For example,
VNX generates its own events and the Generic Event Listener collects them. The
Generic Event Listener listens for events on a TCP socket using port 2040 and
forwards the events to the Event Log Processor.

It is rare that you would need to modify the configuration files for Generic Event
Listener. However, to view them, log in to the Console and go to
Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules > Generic-
Event-Listener :: Alert Consolidation.

Event Key Modifier

This component creates a unique key for each event and assigns that value to the
event's id field.

It is rare that you would need to modify the configuration files for Event Key
Modifier. However, to view them, log in to the Console and go to
Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules > Event-
Key-Modifier :: Alert Consolidation.

Event Property Tagger

The Event Property Tagger can add or change data in an event, enriching the
event data, by fetching additional data from external sources such as a database
or file.Dell EMC SRM uses the Event Property Tagger to resolve event category
and device information to the event data, as follows:

l Category is a way to classify events. Report users can then sort on a
Category column or apply a filter to limit a report to a specific category. The
event-category.csv file, included with the configuration files, contains
default category assignments and includes categories from each
SolutionPack.

l Dell EMC SRM applies a property tagging filter on the IP address in an event
to query the Dell EMC SRM database and obtain values for device and
devtype that is associated with the IP address. This process populates the
ip-to-devices.csv file and makes the event reports more usable and
meaningful.

The Event Property Tagger is also used to enrich alerting data with the following
group management properties. The tagging rules for these properties are edited
using the Groups Management interface, and the All Alerts report includes
buttons for easily filtering reports by the group values.

l The Platform property classifies devices into platform groups, for the purpose
of filtering reports by platform. A standard set of tagging rules for platform is
installed out of the box. Users can create additional tagging rules for more
groups.

General information about the alert consolidation process
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l The Business Unit, Customer, and Location properties classify devices
according to any user-defined requirements, for the purpose of filtering
reports by those group values.

To view the Event Property Tagger configuration files, log in to the Console and
go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Event-Property-Tagger :: Alert Consolidation.

The Event Property Tagger Admin Guide, also available on that page, describes all
capabilities of the Event Property Tagger component, in case you want to
develop customized data enrichment features.

Event Log Processor

This component processes all incoming data, regardless of its source, and
converts the data into a normalized event format. It generates additional required
data, and then forwards the event data to the Event Property Tagging
component for further enrichment.

A set of XML files containing rules control the mapping of incoming data into
normalized event format . There is a root rule, and then subsequent rules are
evaluated in a chain until a final rule is reached. Each SolutionPack installs rules
appropriate for its device. For example:

l The Brocade SolutionPack installs a rules file that maps information from
Brocade SNMP MIBs to the event data format.

l The VNX SolutionPack installs a rules file that maps generic events that are
sent from the VNX to the event data format.

You can create rules files. As a best practice, do not edit the existing files because
they risk being overwritten during an upgrade. To customize or add new rules for
a device that already has rules set up by a SolutionPack, create a file with just the
new rules and insert it in the chain of rules files, or copy the existing file and
rename it before editing.

The Event Log Processor Admin Guide describes the processing architecture of the
rules files. This guide contains a detailed Rules Reference. There are tagging,
matching, and parsing rules, in addition to a set of basic rules.

To access the Event Log Processor configuration and rules files and associated
documentation, log in to the Console and go to Administration > SYSTEM
ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules > Event-Log-Processor :: Alert
Consolidation.

Generic Event Writer

The Event Writer serializes all of the events that come into it and sends them to
the Alerting Backend.

The Generic Event Writer configuration files specify the port numbers to use.
Each port number is associated with a different adapter on the Alerting Frontend
that acts on the arriving events.

To access these files, log in to the Console and go to Administration > SYSTEM
ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules > Generic-Event-Writer :: Alert
Consolidation.

Generic Live Writer

This component is responsible for inserting and updating data into the database.
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This component's configuration files contain the following types of information
that is related to the data store:

l Parameters that are used for persisting the database, such as: URI, username,
and password for the database.

l Retention period in term of days.

l Name of the database table.

l Mapping definitions consisting of field name, data type, and the mapping
descriptor, used to convert the data to the correct format.

To access the Generic Live Writer configuration files, log in to the Console and go
to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Generic-Live-Writer :: Alert Consolidation.

General information about the alert consolidation process
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CHAPTER 11

Create custom alerts

The following topics describe the process for creating custom alerts and incorporating
them into the Dell EMC SRM alerting database and reports. There are four sources for
custom alerts.

l Create alerts from SNMP traps ....................................................................... 106
l Create alerts from events sent to a listener ...................................................... 111
l Create alerts from collected metrics ................................................................ 117
l Create alerts from scheduled reports .............................................................. 120
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Create alerts from SNMP traps
SNMP traps sent from devices, networks, or other sources can be the source of
alerts.

Process flow to consolidate SNMP trap events into alerts
An event might enter the system as an SNMP trap sent from an external device.

Examples of devices that send SNMP traps to Dell EMC SRM include VMAX, Brocade,
and Cisco devices. SNMP ClearTrap from the same source should clear an SNMP trap
from an external source. In the alert definitions, there should be pairs of definitions for
traps and subsequent clearTraps. For more information, see the following example
section.

The following figure shows how SNMP traps from external devices are normalized into
the alerting system.

Figure 8 Alerting process flow for SNMP trap events

The following steps describe the processing flow.

1. The external source sends a trap to port 2041 on the Primary Backend server.

2. If the Trap Receiver finds a valid MIB and rules file for the trap in its configuration
files, the event is sent to the Log Processor for normalization.

3. The Log Processor maps the data into the Dell EMC SRM event format using the
rules and MIB files. It then forwards the normalized event data to the Generic
Event Writer.

4. The Generic Event Writer collects and serializes all events. In this case, it forwards
the event to port 2013 on the Alerting Backend, where the Alert Consolidation
Adapter listens.

5. The Alert Consolidation Adapter checks for an enabled alert definition with a filter
and operational conditions that match the event data.

6. If the alert definition includes an Alert Trap action, then the event is forwarded to
the Trap Receiver, where the common alert processing flow takes over.

Devices such as VMAX or Brocade switches use this method to incorporate their
SNMP traps into the Dell EMC SRM alerting system. The SolutionPacks for these
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devices install the following supporting files into appropriate locations in the
Framework:

l MIB file (required)—The MIBs are specific to the originating device. The
SolutionPack installs the MIB description file in the configuration files for the Trap
Receiver.

l Rules file (required)— Rules files are added to the set of configuration files for the
Trap Receiver. The rules in this file are specific to the device's MIB. The Log
Processor uses the rules to map the trap data into the normalized event format.

l Alert definitions (required)—The definitions contain filters that identify the MIB
names and the device source whose traps are being consolidated. A received trap
must match with a filter in an alert definition to become a Dell EMC SRM alert.

l Category values (optional)— A SolutionPack can specify an identifying category
for each event by inserting lines into the event-category.csv configuration
file for the Event Property Tagger.

Example of a trap consolidated into an alert and cleared
Learn how to consolidate a trap into an alert using an example from the Brocade FC
Switch SolutionPack.

Assume that a Brocade switch port experiences a bottleneck and generates a
bottleneck detection trap named BdTrap. If the Brocade switch is configured
appropriately, it sends this trap to port 2041 on the Dell EMC SRM Backend server.

The Trap Receiver picks up the trap and checks its configuration files for a MIB that
matches the trap.

In Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules > Trap
Receiver: Alert Consolidation, one of the configuration files is named conf/BD-
MIB.xml. Here are the bdTrap and bdClearTrap definitions in that file.

  bdTrap NOTIFICATION-TYPE
            OBJECTS            {
userPortNumber,
                                    bdWinAvgTime,
                                    nBdType,
                                    bdThreshold,
                                    bdAggrStats,
                                    bdAbsoluteValue,
                                    swVfId,
                    bdAvgFrameSize

                        }
            STATUS current
            DESCRIPTION     "trap to be send for bottleneck 
detection."
            ::= { bdTraps 1 }
            
            bdClearTrap     NOTIFICATION-TYPE
            OBJECTS            {
                                    userPortNumber,
                                    bdWinAvgTime,
                                    nBdType,
                                    bdThreshold,
                                    bdAggrStats,
                                    bdAbsoluteValue,
                                    swVfId,
                    bdAvgFrameSize
                        }
            STATUS current
            DESCRIPTION     "trap to be send for bottleneck 
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clearance."
            ::= { bdTraps 2 }
END

In that same location, another file, conf/alert-consolidation-rules/
brocade-alert-trap-rules.xml, defines the rules for translating the bdTrap.

   <!--Rules BD Trap -->
    <!-- bdTrap -->
    <rule ip-address="*" oid=".1.3.6.1.4.1.1588.2.1.1.51.0.1" 
specific-id="*" generic-id="*" enterprise-id="*">
        <handle destination="data">
            <variablename-conversion from="nBdType" to="part" />
            <constant-conversion key="attributename" 
value="swVfId" />
            <constant-conversion key="severity" value="warning" />
            <constant-conversion key="category" 
value="Performance" />
            <constant-conversion key="Source" value="Brocade" />
            <constant-conversion key="eventname" 
value="BottleneckDetected" />
            <constant-conversion key="eventdisplayname" 
value="Bottleneck Detected" />
            <constant-conversion key="sourcedomainname" 
value="bdTrap" />
            <constant-conversion key="eventstate" value="ACTIVE" />
            <constant-conversion key="devtype" 
value="FabricSwitch" />
            <constant-conversion key="parttype" value="Port" />
        </handle>
    </rule>

Note

In the same file, there is another <rule> element for a bdClearTrap.

The Trap Receiver determines that all of the information exists for the normalization
of this trap, so it forwards the trap to the Log Processor. The Log Processor
normalizes the data and routes it to the Event Writer. The Event Writer passes the
data to the Alerting Backend, where the Alert Configuration Adapter passes it through
the filters in enabled alert definitions.

The Brocade SolutionPack installs the Brocade Bottleneck Detected that is the
event that matches the filter in the alert definition. The following figure shows the
filter in this alert definition.

Figure 9 Filter in the Brocade Bottleneck Detected alert definition

Here is the symbolic representation of the alert definition.
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Figure 10 Brocade alert definition

Notice the following about this definition:

l There is no operation. This alert definition does the action on any event that
matches the filter.

l The action that is associated with the bdTrap is another trap—an Alert Trap. The
Alert Trap inserts the original trap information, which was normalized into Dell
EMC SRM data fields by the Log Processor, into the Alert Trap message.

Here is the configuration for the Alert Trap:

This trap sends an Alert Trap to localhost on port 2041.

The SNMP Trap Receiver picks up the newly created Alert Trap on port 2041 and
forwards it up the alerting processing chain. The Key Modifier adds a unique ID, and
the property tagger adds a Category, device type, and other values. The event is
written to the Events database, where it is available for reporting.

The alert is DURABLE and remains ACTIVE until another trap supersedes it which
arrives from the Brocade device that clears it. The superseding trap would contain the
same values for properties such as device, devtype, part, parttype, severity, which all
identifies the newer trap as an update to the first one. However, it would be a clear
trap.

There is a matching alert definition for bdClearTrap definition in the MIB that is named
Bottleneck Cleared, as shown in the alert definition tree in the following illustration.
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Figure 11 Brocade alert definition list

The following illustration shows the filter for the Bottleneck Cleared alert definition.

Figure 12 Filter in the Brocade Bottleneck Cleared alert definition

When a bdClearTrap for the same Brocade switchport is processed through alert
consolidation, the alert from the original bdTrap becomes INACTIVE.

Create a custom alert for a trap from an external source
To incorporate a trap sent to the Trap Receiver from an external source into the Dell
EMC SRM alerting reports, follow these steps.

Procedure

1. Configure the source of the trap to send the trap to Dell EMC SRM Primary
Backend, port 2041.

2. Ensure that the MIB description for the trap is available.

a. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Trap Receiver: Alert Consolidation.

b. In the right pane, click Configuration Files.

c. To add a MIB file that contains the MIB description, either select an existing
MIB file and click Edit or click Upload.

3. Add rules to translate the incoming trap data into normalized Dell EMC SRM
event data.

a. To learn about rules and how to create them, go to Administration >
SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules > Trap Receiver: Alert
Consolidation and click the link under Documentation.

The Trap Receiver Administration Guide describes the rules file requirements.
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b. On the same Console page, you can select an existing rules file and click Edit
to add the new rules to an existing rules file (an .xml file). Alternatively, click
Upload a File to add a rules file.

4. (Optional) Assign a category value to the event.

The category data field is a descriptive tag that is assigned to alerts to help
identify the type of alert. Category is a column in the Alerting reports, and users
can sort on that column. You assign a category value to the alert either in the
configuration file that is described here or in the Alert Trap message.

A set of standard category values is delivered with Dell EMC SRM. You can add
a category. To view or add new category values, or to configure the category
for a specific event:

a. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Event-Property-Tagger::Alert-Consolidation.

b. In the right pane, click Configuration files.

c. Select the event-category.csv file and click Edit.

d. If you have changes, save the file.

5. Create an alert definition for the new SNMP trap.

a. The filter must contain at least the trap name.

b. Include an Alert Trap action.

6. Enable the new alert definition.

7. Repeat all of the previous steps for a corresponding Clear Trap.

Create alerts from events sent to a listener
Events that are sent to the Event listener from external sources can be the source of
alerts.

Process flow for external events sent to the Event Listener
An alert enters the system as an event collected by the Generic Event Listener.

Collected events flow from their original source to the Generic Event Listener, then
through the Generic Event Writer to reach the Alerting Backend. If a valid alert
definition exists, the event moves onto the common alerting flow.

The following illustration shows how an event is collected by a listener and normalized
into the alerting system.
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Figure 13 Alerting process flow for events collected by a listener

1. The external source sends an event to port 2040 on the Primary Backend server.

2. The Generic Event Listener forwards the event to the Log Processor.

3. The Log Processor maps the data into the Dell EMC SRM event format using rules
in a rules configuration file. It then forwards the normalized event data to the
Generic Event Writer.

4. The Generic Event Writer collects and serializes all events. In this case, it forwards
the event to port 2013 on the Alerting Backend, where the Alert Consolidation
Adapter listens.

5. The Alert Consolidation Adapter checks for an enabled alert definition with a filter
and operational conditions that match the event data.

6. If the alert definition includes an Alert Trap action, then the event is forwarded to
the Trap Receiver, where the common alerting processing flow takes over.

Some SolutionPacks, such as VNX, use this method to add alerts into the Dell EMC
SRM alerting system. The SolutionPacks for these devices install the following
supporting files into appropriate locations in the Framework:

l Rules file (optional)—Rules files, if provided, are added to the set of configuration
files for the Log Processor. The rules in this file are specific to the device, and the
Log Processor uses them to map event data into the normalized event format. In
some cases, common rules apply and no special device-specific rules are required.
The Trap Receiver component has rules files that apply to many devices.

l Alert definitions (required)—The alert definitions contain filters that match events
from the devices. An event must match with a filter in an alert definition to
become a Dell EMC SRM alert.

l Category values (optional)— A SolutionPack can specify an identifying category
for each event by inserting lines into theevent-category.csv configuration file
for the Event Property Tagger.
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Example of external event consolidated into an alert and cleared
Learn how to consolidate an external event into a Dell EMC SRM alert using an
example from the VNX SolutionPack.

Assume that a VNX has a RAID component approaching maximum capacity. The VNX
generates the following event message and event data:

FreeCapacity for Raid Group 1 is at 0.003547906%
RAVNXBlock-
RAIDGroupAPM00135132006RAIDGroup1RAID-51PercentageFreeCapacityGroup 
Percent Free Space

If the VNX is configured appropriately, it sends this event to port 2040 on the Dell
EMC SRM Backend server. The Generic Event Listener picks up the event on port
2040 and sends it to the Log Processor, which normalizes the VNX event data into the
proper alert format. For VNX events, the mapping is straightforward and no additional
Log Processor rules file is needed. The event data is then routed to the Alerting
Backend, where the Alert Configuration Adapter passes it through the filters in alert
definitions.

The event matches the alert definition that is named Raid Group Free Space Entry
that was installed by the VNX SolutionPack. The following figure shows the filter in
this alert definition.

Figure 14 Filter in a VNX alert definition

The following figure shows the symbolic representation of the alert definition.
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Figure 15 VNX alert definition

Notice the following about this definition:

l The operation is a case statement on the field named Free Space.

l The comparators test the value of that field.

l The action that is associated with each comparator is an Alert Trap.

l A chain of comparators with decreasing severities triggers trap actions that cancel
the previous actions.

l The last trap is a clear trap.

Assuming that the event satisfies the first comparator criterion, the Alert Trap
associated with the first comparator is carried out. The way the trap is configured
makes it an Alert Trap. Here is the configuration:
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This trap sends to localhost on port 2041, and uses the Alert Trap message format.
The value 1 in the seventh data field makes the alert CRITICAL.

The SNMP Trap Receiver picks up the event on port 2041 and the common alerting
process takes over. The All Alerts report shows the event as a critical alert.

Clicking the row in the All Alerts report displays all of the details about this alert.
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Figure 16 Detailed report for the VNX event

Create a custom alert from an external event
To create an alert from an event arriving on the Generic Event Listener, follow these
steps.

Procedure

1. Configure the source to send events to the Events Listener on the Primary
Backend, port 2040.

2. Optionally, create and upload a rules file.

Rules files are added to the set of configuration files for the Log Processor. The
rules in this file are specific to the device, and the Log Processor uses them to
map event data into the normalized event format. In some cases, no special
rules are required.
To create and upload the rules file:

a. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Event-Log-Processor::Alert-Consolidation.
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b. In the right pane, obtain information about a rules file format:

l To open documentation that describes the rules file format and usage,
scroll to the Documentation heading and click APG-Event-Log-
Processor.pdf.

l To open an existing rules file and see examples, expand Configuration
files, select any file whose name contains rules, and click Edit or
Download.

c. Create a rules file using any text editor.

d. To upload the rules file, click Upload a File and follow the instructions.

3. (Optional) Assign a category value to the event.

The category data field is a descriptive tag that is assigned to alerts to help
identify the type of alert. Category is a column in the Alerting reports, and users
can sort on that column. You assign a category value to the alert either in the
configuration file that is described here or in the Alert Trap message.

A set of standard category values is delivered with Dell EMC SRM. You can add
a category. To view or add new category values, or to configure the category
for a specific event:

a. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Event-Property-Tagger::Alert-Consolidation.

b. In the right pane, click Configuration files.

c. Select the event-category.csv file and click Edit.

d. If you have made any change, save the file.

4. Create an alert definition that contains at least these components:

l A filter that defines the event to match the Events Property Tagger also
uses filters. The source = VMAX* filter is already applied for pre-
configured VMAX alert definitions by the Events Property Tagger. The filter
in the alert definitions refines it further.

l An Alert Trap action.

l A Clear Trap action.

Note

Only DURABLE alerts need a Clear trap action.

5. Enable the alert definition.

Create alerts from collected metrics
Defined thresholds on metrics that are collected by the Dell EMC SRM collectors can
be the source of alerts.

Alerting process flow—metric threshold events
An alert might enter the system as a metric collected by a collector that crosses a
defined threshold value.

Examples of alerts that originate as a collected metric that crosses a threshold value
are device, network, and server health metrics, such as capacity, availability, or
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latency. The Dell EMC SRM collector sends metrics to the Alerting Backend. If a valid
Alert definition exists, then the event is created and moves onto the Alert Flow.

The following illustration shows how an event is captured and normalized into the
alerting system.

Figure 17 Alerting process flow for metric threshold events

1. Dell EMC SRM collectors send metrics to the Alerting Backend on port 2010. All
collected metrics flow through the Alerting Backend.

2. The Alerting Backend checks for an alert definition that includes at least the
collector name and the field name of the metric.

3. The Alerting Backend carries out the operations, conditions, and actions in the
alert definition.

4. The alert definition usually contains a Comparator component that defines a
threshold for the metric.

5. When the conditions in the alert definition lead to an SNMP Alert Trap action, the
Alerting Backend forwards the Alert Trap to the Trap Receiver.

6. The common alerting process flow takes over at this point.

Example of collected metric consolidated into an alert
Learn how to consolidate a collected metric into an alert using an example from the
EMC M&R Health SolutionPack.

Learn how to consolidate a collected metric into an alert using an example from the
Dell EMC M&R Health SolutionPack.

Assume that an Dell EMC M&R server is becoming overloaded and starting to
experience high CPU utilization.

The APG_HEALTH collector, collects the metric of the alert definition named Server
CPU Utilization which catches occurrences of high CPU utilization by filtering on the
CPUTimePercentage. Here is the filter:
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Figure 18 Filter for a collected metric alert definition

The alert definition includes an operation (not shown here) that takes an average of
three polling values to use as the comparative value.

Two Comparators define conditions for creating and clearing Major and Minor alerts.
Here are the comparators and actions. The trap actions assign the collected data
fields into the trap message. No other conversion rules are required. The collectors
send the data in the correct format.

Figure 19 Actions for a collected metric alert definition

If you edit the Comparators, you see that the top one is configured at >70 and the
bottom one at >30. A Major alert occurs when CPU usage is > 70%. That alert is
cleared when usage falls below 70%, and a Minor alert occurs. The Minor alert clears
when usage is below 30%.
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Create a custom alert from a collected metric
To create an alert from a collected metric that crosses a threshold, follow these steps.

Collected metrics are specific to a SolutionPack. To create alerts that is based on
collected metrics, you must be familiar with the collectors and the metrics that they
collect.

Procedure

1. Create an alert definition that contains:

a. A filter that includes at least source and name fields, as follows:

l source=collector_name
l name=metric_name

b. Comparators or some other way to indicate the threshold values.

c. Alert Trap actions when the threshold is crossed.

2. Enable the alert definition.

Create alerts from scheduled reports
The metrics that appear on reports can be the source of an alert.

Process flow to alert on a scheduled report
An alert might enter the system as a metric from a scheduled report.

You can configure a report for alerting using the Schedule a report tool. Data from a
report that is scheduled for alerting is converted into XML form and then parsed into
alerting data by the APG Report Data adapter.

The alerting data is sent to the Alerting Backend, where it is evaluated by the alert
definitions. This alerting method depends on an alert definition that filters on the
report name and one or more report metric names. The alert definition defines the
conditions that generate an alert, such as a value that is exceeded.

You can evaluate any metric that appears on the report. You can also use operations in
the alert definition to create a new metric value from the data on the report, and
generate alerts on the calculated value.

Example of an alert from a scheduled report metric
This example creates an alert by using data on the Dell EMC SRM Servers Summary
report and one of the example alert definitions.

Assume that you frequently refer to the Report Library > Dell EMC M&R Health >
Servers Summary report to monitor server health. You are currently monitoring CPU
utilization and Memory Usage for signs of overloaded servers. You decide that it would
be convenient to use alerts to track those metrics.

Procedure

1. Go to the report that contains the metrics.

2. Click Tools > Schedule this report and schedule the report:

a. Provide run information on the Scheduling tab.
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b. Select the check-box to request alerting information be generated for each
scheduled run on the Alert tab.

3. Go to My Reports > Scheduled reports > report_name, right-click the report,
and launch it.

For the APG Report Data adapter, if it does not exist, the first run request for
the report creates an instance of a new required adapter. The launch request
adds and enables the adapter. You can check the status of the adapter by
navigating to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Adapters.
Each run of a report that is scheduled for alerting generates an XML version of
the report.

4. Open the XML version of the report to obtain string values for the report name
and the metric names.

a. Go to Administration > SYSTEM ADMIN > Servers & Modules > Modules >
Alerting Backend.

b. In the right pane, expand Configuration Files.

c. Select conf/alerting-contexts. xml, and click Edit.

d. In the <table-element> on line 3, note the name attribute, which is the
report name that is used in the alert definition.

Note

Use the name value exactly as it appears, including any space characters.

e. In the <table><header> element, note the <th> values, which are the
metric names that are used in the alert definition.

Note

For metric names, use the <th> value but delete any space characters.

f. In the <data> element, note the metric values.

Servers\ Summary_2015-02-04_14h01.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<table-element xmlns="http://www.watch4net.com/APG/Web/
XmlReport1" xmlns:xmime="http://www.w3.org/2005/05/xmlmime" 
       name="Servers Summary" id="c7cc3392" type="entity">
  <report-preferences paging="10"/>
  <table>
    <header>
      <th>Hostname</th>
      <th>IP Address</th>
      <th>O.S. Type</th>
      <th>O.S. Version</th>
      <th>EMC M&amp;R Modules Installed</th>
      <th>CPU Utilization (%)</th>
      <th>Memory Usage (%)</th>
      <th>Swap Usage (%)</th>
      <th>Highest severity</th>
    </header>

<data>
      <tr id="ecf83800">
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        <ts>collector01</ts>
        <ts>192.168.1.21</ts>
        <ts>Linux</ts>
        <ts>3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64</ts>
        <tv numeric-value="6" state="undefined">6</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="2.61" state="ok">2.61</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="64.1" state="undefined">64.1</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="0.0" state="undefined">0.0</tv>
        <te reason="missing"/>
      </tr>
      <tr id="6b76ac45">
        <ts>frontend01</ts>
        <ts>192.168.1.24</ts>
        <ts>Linux</ts>
        <ts>3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64</ts>
        <tv numeric-value="20" state="undefined">20</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="7.08" state="ok">7.08</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="19.8" state="undefined">19.8</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="0.0" state="undefined">0.0</tv>
        <te reason="missing"/>
      </tr>
      <tr id="ce5c0c47">
        <ts>backend01</ts>
        <ts>192.168.1.22</ts>
        <ts>Linux</ts>
        <ts>3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64</ts>
        <tv numeric-value="9" state="undefined">9</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="3.47" state="ok">3.47</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="42.5" state="undefined">42.5</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="0.0" state="undefined">0.0</tv>
        <te reason="missing"/>
      </tr>
      <tr id="ce5c0c48">
        <ts>backend02</ts>
        <ts>192.168.1.23</ts>
        <ts>Linux</ts>
        <ts>3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64</ts>
        <tv numeric-value="9" state="undefined">9</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="3.66" state="ok">3.66</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="40.1" state="undefined">40.1</tv>
        <tv numeric-value="0.0" state="undefined">0.0</tv>
        <te reason="missing"/>
      </tr>
    </data>
  </table>
</table-element>

5. An alert definition filters on the report name and the metrics of interest, and
then writes information to a log file.

The APG Report Data adapter parses the XML report and generates alerting
data from it. The alert definition filters and acts on the generated alerting data.

A simple alert definition for the use case contains only an entry point filter and a
log action. It creates entries each time the scheduled report runs.

a. Here is the filter for the alert definition:

reportName=='Servers Summary'
& (name=='CPUUtilization(%)' | name=='MemoryUsage(%)')
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Note

Notice that space characters are preserved in the report name and removed
in the metric names.

b. Here is the content of an entry added by the log action.

 Device = PROP.'Hostname', IP
Address = PROP.'IPAddress', OS Type = PROP.'O.S.Type', OS 
Version =
PROP.'O.S.Version' PROP.'name' = VALUE

The available properties are the selected properties, values, and attributes
from the report configuration page of the report.

c. Additional configurations for the log file, such as the log file pathname and
the retention period for entries, are configuration elements of the log action
component.

6. Launch the scheduled report again, and then go to the configured log file
destination and open the log file.

The log output looks like the following:

 [17:22:06 CET] Device = collector01, IP Address = 
192.168.1.21, OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 
3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> CPUUtilization(%) = 2.04
[17:22:06 CET] Device = collector01, IP Address = 
192.168.1.21, OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 
3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> MemoryUsage(%) = 68.7
[17:22:06 CET] Device = backend02, IP Address = 192.168.1.23, 
OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> 
MemoryUsage(%) = 42.7
[17:22:06 CET] Device = backend02, IP Address = 192.168.1.23, 
OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> 
CPUUtilization(%) = 3.04
[17:22:06 CET] Device = backend01, IP Address = 192.168.1.22, 
OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> 
MemoryUsage(%) = 46.7
[17:22:06 CET] Device = backend01, IP Address = 192.168.1.22, 
OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> 
CPUUtilization(%) = 3.18
[17:22:06 CET] Device = frontend01, IP Address = 
192.168.1.24, OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 
3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> MemoryUsage(%) = 26.3
[17:22:06 CET] Device = frontend01, IP Address = 
192.168.1.24, OS Type = Linux, OS Version = 
3.10.0-123.20.1.el7.x86_64 --> CPUUtilization(%) = 8.59

7. For a more complex alert definition, see the alert definition here:

Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions > Examples >
Alert on APG Report .
The Alert on APG Report example includes Comparators that test for specific
values, and write log entries only when values exceed the thresholds.
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Report data parsing
The APG Report Data adapter parses the data in the scheduled reports that it
receives.

The APG Report Data adapter generates alerting data from scheduled reports. The
data and related properties depend on the report type.

Each data point in a report, such as a point in a graph or a table row with a value
column, results in a line of data that can be evaluated by an alert definition.

Common properties
Each line of alerting data output by the APG Report Data adapter has the following
properties.

Timestamp
Value
Name
ReportName

The displayed properties with their values from the header of the report are included
with the lines of alerting data from the report. If it is a mixed report, the lines of
alerting data from each child report have these common properties, although usually
properties are used only in individual reports for a single device.

Tables
Each row of a table report results in one line of alerting data per value column that can
be evaluated by an alert definition.

l The value column of the table is used for alert definition evaluation, unless
something else is specified for evaluation, such as a field in a string operation.

l The column name of the value column is used as the property value of the name
property. The name is what the report editor named the column.

l Data from other table columns are input as additional properties, with their column
names used as the property names. The name is what the report editor named the
column.

Graphs
In a standard time-series graph, each timestamp (point on the graph), generates a line
of alert data that can be evaluated. In a graph with four lines (metrics), at each
timestamp there are four lines of data.

The value of the property name is derived from the legend, even if the legend is hidden
as it is in Mixed Reports.

For horizontal bar and pie charts, each category in the graph results in a line of
alerting data that contains the following information:

l Relative value in percentage of the metric compared to the other categories.

l Value of the name property, which is the name of the report.

l Timestamp of each line of alerting data, which, for these types of reports,
corresponds to the time when the report was generated instead of the period of
time that the report covers. Do not use these types of reports for time-based
alerting.

l Section property for each line of alerting data, which corresponds to the legend
for the category reported on in the data.

l The absoluteValue, which is the absolute value of the metric for the category for
the report period.
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l The totalValue, which is the sum of the absolute values for every category in the
graph.

Baseline graphs
Baseline graphs are like other time series graphs with these additional characteristics:

l One alerting data line is created for each timestamp with the value of the metric
and its name, according to the contents of the legend, using the value of the name
property.

l The baselineValue property is added, which is an average for the metric at the
specified time over the last month.

l The baselineMin is added, which is the minimum value that is recorded for the
metric at the specified time over the last month.

l The baselineMax is added, which is the maximum value that is recorded for the
metric at the specified time over the last month.

You can use a formula to vary the length of the baseline instead of using the default,
which is the past 4 weeks.

Create a scheduled report alert
To configure alerts from scheduled report data, perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. Schedule the report for alerting:

a. On the Console, browse to the report that has the metric you want to alert
on and click Tools > Schedule this report.

b. On the Scheduling tab, define how often and when to run this report.

c. On the Alert tab, select Local Manager.

d. Click Save.

2. Enable the APG Report Data Adapter.

a. Go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Adapters.

b. Look for APG Report Data adapter. If it is in the list of adapters, use the
table in the right pane to ensure it is enabled.

If the adapter is not listed, perform the following step.

3. (One-time step) Add the APG Report Data adapter:

a. On the User Console, go to My Reports > Scheduled Reports.

b. In the right pane, right-click the report that you scheduled for alerting, and
choose Launch now.

This action adds the APG Report Data adapter to the list of adapters if it is not
already there, and enables it.

4. Create an alert definition that includes:

a. A filter that identifies the report name and one or more metrics.

l 'reportname==report name'
l 'name==metric name'
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b. Conditions that evaluate the metric and define outcome paths. You can
optionally include operations that create new metric values from the entry
metric data.

c. To make the alert appear in alerting reports, include SNMP Alert Trap and
Clear Trap actions on the outcome paths. Other actions are also valid, such
as log, email, or SNMP notifications.

5. Enable the alert definition.

6. Launch the report again, or wait for the next scheduled run.

Each time the report runs, the Alerting Backend receives the data and
generates or clears alerts when conditions in the alert definition are met.

You can use probing to simulate conditions and test the results.
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CHAPTER 12

Create custom alert definitions

The following topics describe the requirements for Dell EMC SRM alert definitions and
how to create them.

l Alert definitions on the Console ....................................................................... 128
l Components in an alert definition..................................................................... 128
l Editing an alert definition.................................................................................. 132
l Creating alert definitions.................................................................................. 135
l For more information about alert definitions and components.......................... 136
l About Alert Traps and Alert Clear Traps........................................................... 136
l Add the Dell EMC SRM Alert Trap and Clear Trap actions ............................... 137
l Templates and grouped boxes.......................................................................... 138
l Creating alert definition folders........................................................................ 138
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Alert definitions on the Console
An alert definition contains a set of configurable components. The Alerting Frontend
represents the components in a graphical interface.

The Alerting Frontend provides a graphical interface for viewing, modifying,
configuring, and creating alert definitions. To add a component, you drag and drop a
graphical symbol. To specify relationships between components and the flow of the
processing, you drag and drop connectors. To view or change the configuration of
each component, use the associated dialog box.

Here are some reasons why you might need to create an alert definition:

l The alert on scheduled report feature lets Console users generate alerts that are
based on reported or computed values in reports. An alert definition that filters on
the scheduled report is required.

l Developers can create alert definitions to filter on metrics that are not included in
the out-of-the-box alert definitions but are available in the out-of-the-box traps,
events, or collected metrics.

l Developers might want to capture new types of events or SNMP traps from third
party devices.

Components in an alert definition
An alert definition contains at least one entry point filter and one action. It can contain
multiple entry points and actions, and optional operations and conditions that change
and evaluate data elements in the event data.

Entry point
The entry point is the filter defining which events are to be handled by this alert
definition. The filter operates on the fields (properties) in the event data.

Note

At this point in the alerting process, the event data is normalized into a standard
format, but the event is not yet in any database. Therefore, the filter wizard might not
be able to prompt you with all valid values. To write a filter, you might need to
research the source of the event and its normalization rules.

Here is an example entry point filter for the Backend Processing Delay alert
definition in the Dell EMC M&R Health folder. The source for this alert is the metric
that is called ProcessingDelay collected by the APG_Health collector.
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Figure 20 Filter in an alert definition

An alert filter typically includes a test for the source of the event. The following table
shows some often used field names for filtering on event sources in Dell EMC SRM.

Table 10 Field names for filtering on event sources

Event type Event source filter Example

Metric-based
thresholds from
collectors

source=='collector_name' source=='APG_HEALT
H'

Events from the
event listener

source=='name_GenericEvent' Source=='VMAX-
GenericEvent'

Events from
SNMP traps Source='vendor_in_MIB%' &

( sourcedomainname==MIB_data_field
Source='Cisco%'  
&  
( sourcedomainname
=='cieLinkDown'  
| 
   
sourcedomainname==
'cieLinkUp'
)

Events from
scheduled
reports

source=='report_name' reportName=='apg
report'

Operations
Operations evaluate incoming data to see if they should go to the next component or
be dropped. A large set of operations are available, including case, arithmetic,
aggregation, time window, date, and so on.

Here is a Time Window operation that calculates an average.
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Figure 21 Operator in an alert definition

Conditions
Conditions let you set up multiple outcomes in the same alert definition. Each outcome
is based on the results from a condition, and would typically have different actions
that are associated with them. Two types of conditions are available.

l Comparators let you define value tests. A common technique in Dell EMC SRM is a
chain of comparators, each one using a different comparator value. The outcomes
are a series of SNMP traps creating Critical, Major, Minor, and finally a Clear Trap,
all on the same property, and in the same alert definition.

l Counters let you count occurrences within a specified time range

Here is an example comparator that uses Log actions as outcomes. Since the Alert
Trap action is missing, events that are processed by this alert definition do not make it
into the Events database.

Figure 22  Comparator with two outcome paths

Actions
The following actions are available:

l An SNMP Alert Trap or Clear Trap, which gets the event into the alerting database
or subsequently clears it.
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l A Log action, which writes the event to a log file.

l A Mail notification, which sends an email to preconfigured email addresses.

l An SNMP trap to a third party, such as another management system.

Note

l Do not add the ESRS Event action to any alert definition. The ESRS Event action
is for Dell EMC use only.

l The Send to SAM action is for use by customers who have Dell EMC Service
Assurance Suite installed.

Here is a set of comparators, each one associated with two outcome paths. The Alert
Trap contents in each action are very similar. The difference would be the severity
that is set in the trap contents.

Figure 23 Actions in an alert definition
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Example: Putting it all together
Here is an alert definition that contains two entry points to define two data fields, and
then performs several operations to derive a new value. There are three conditional
tests on that value, and the outcome actions are a series of Alert Traps with different
severities and corresponding Clear Traps.

Figure 24 Example alert definition

This is the Percentage of File System Free Space Alert in the Dell EMC M&R
Health folder, in case you want to explore how all of the components are configured.

Editing an alert definition
You can change or add additional components to an alert definition.

By editing an alert definition, you can change the filter or add or delete the actions or
operations in the alert definition.

Note

Do not add the ESRS Event action to any alert definition. The ESRS Event action is
for Dell EMC use only.

Procedure

1. Go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions.

2. Expand nodes until the alert definition you want to edit appears in the table in
the right pane.

3. In the right pane, right-click the alert definition and choose Edit.

A graphical representation of the alert definition appears on a whiteboard, with
an expanding list of available components on the right.
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Figure 25 Graphical representation of an alert definition

4. To reconfigure an existing component:

a. Hover the cursor over the component until a menu of small icons appears
above the component, and click Edit (pencil icon).

For example, to refine the filter in the Filtered Entry, hover the cursor over
the Filtered Entry component in the alert definition.

b. Make changes to the component's configuration in the dialog box that
appears.

c. To preserve the changes and exit the dialog box, click OK.

5. To add component:

a. In the list of components on the right, click the type of component you want
to add.

The type expands to show all available components in that category. For
example, click Action to show all of the action components.
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b. Drag the symbol for the desired component from the list onto the
whiteboard.

For example, to add an email notification action, drag the Mail object.

c. Complete the configuration dialog box that appears when you release the
drag, and click OK.

To reconfigure the component later, hover the cursor over the symbol and
click the Edit icon that appears.

d. Add the new component into the alert definition flow by dragging a line
between connection points on the symbols.

l Start the drag from an exit connection point.

l Drag to an entry connection point.

Exit connection points are on the right side of a symbol. Entry connection
points are on the left.

The following example connects the "Condition not met" exit point of a
Comparator to the Mail action. (The alert definition sends an email when the
condition is not met.)
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6. Click Save at the bottom of the whiteboard to save all changes to the alert
definition.

Creating alert definitions
You can use alert definition examples to help you get started with constructing alert
definitions.

Procedure

1. From the Alerting page, click Alert definitions.

2. Click the New element  icon above the tree.

A whitespace opens with components that are listed on the right.

3. Drag an Entry Point component onto the whitespace and configure it.

When you release the drag, a dialog box for configuring the component opens.

The Entry Point filter works like report filters do in the main user interface.

The difference between using a filter in the Alerting Frontend and the Backend
is the suggestions that are shown in the wizard. The Alerting Backend is not
bound to a database, so the list of known properties and values is created at
runtime. So, it is normal to have no suggestions when you use the wizard
immediately after starting the Alerting Backend.

4. In the component list on the right, expand the type of component you want to
work with next.

5. Drag a component onto the whitespace and configure it.

You can rearrange components later by dragging them.

6. Continue to drag components and configure them, ending with an Action
component.

7. Connect components to define the processing flow for an entry that is captured
by the entry point filter.

Every component has connectors, which are yellow squares. To link
components, click an output connector on the right side of a component, and
drag to an input connector on the left side of another component. When the
input connector turns green, release the drag.

Note

To delete a connection, drag the line off the input connector point and release.
The connecting line disappears.

There is no limit to the number of objects you can link to the same output.

8. When you are finished adding components, click Save.

9. In Name, type a name for the alert definition.

10. In Description, type a description for the alert definition.

11. Click Save and enable or Save and disable.
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Note

For a detailed list of metrics and reports, see Dell EMC SRM 4.3 Metrics and
Reports, and for a detailed list of properties definitions, see Dell EMC SRM 4.3
Properties Definitions.

For more information about alert definitions and
components

More resources are available for learning about alert definitions.

Techniques for creating alert definitions
You can learn techniques for developing alert definitions by viewing existing ones. On
the Console, go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage Alert Definitions.
Right-click an alert definition in the right pane and choose Edit to open it.

l For general alerting techniques, see the alert definitions in the Examples folder.

l For techniques specific to Dell EMC SRM, see the alert definitions in the
SolutionPack folders.

Component reference
For more information about alert definition components, click Help in the banner of
the Console, and then look for the section Alerting > Alert definition component
reference.

The reference contains explanations of all component types, including all operations
and all conditions and how to use them.

About Alert Traps and Alert Clear Traps
The Alert Trap is the mechanism for adding an event into the Dell EMC SRM Events
database. The Alert Clear Trap clears a previously issued alert trap.

"Alert trap" in Dell EMC SRM means that the trap that is sent to the Trap Receiver
with a message in a predefined format that gets transformed and written into the
Events Database.

The Alert Clear Trap is a similar concept that has a value of INACTIVE in the
eventstate field. The alert clear trap is one way to clear an alert in Dell EMC SRM.

To add the Alert Trap and Clear Trap actions to new alert definitions, copy the
configurations from existing alert definitions. Ensure to preserve the following
characteristics:

l Use localhost as the IP address and port 2041, which is the default SNMP trap
receiver port for Dell EMC SRM to send the trap to the Trap Receiver.

l Copy the trap content from an existing alert definition and modify to ensure that it
contains the required fields and format for the generic_events database entry
that is created.

See Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap on page 144 for field order,
descriptions, and examples.
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Add the Dell EMC SRM Alert Trap and Clear Trap actions
To write an alert to the Dell EMC SRM Events database, use an SNMP Alert Trap
action in one or more outcomes in the alert definition. You might also need to add the
Alert Clear Trap to clear the alert when appropriate.

This task assumes that you created an alert definition and are adding the Alert Trap
and Clear Trap actions to the outcomes.

Procedure

1. Right-click the alert definition and choose Edit.

The graphical symbols for the alert components appear.

2. On the right, click Action to expose the action symbols.

3. Drag and drop the SNMP Trap symbol onto the whiteboard.

When you release the drag, a configuration dialog box appears for the action.

4. To configure the action, copy details from an out of the box alert definition, and
then change it as needed.

a. For Name, type the phrase to display in the SNMP Trap symbol in the
graphical display.

For example, type Set Major Trap or Clear Major Trap.

b. For Description, optionally type a description.

c. For Host, usually leave as localhost.

This is the address of the Primary Backend server. The value can be
localhost because the alerting frontend is a user interface for the backend.

If sending a trap from another source, you must specify the Primary
Backend IP address here.

d. For Port, Community, Generic ID, and Enterprise specific ID, copy these
details from one of the existing alert definitions.

e. For Entry:

l Use the expected field ordering. Do not change the order of the fields.

l Separate each field using a comma. Do not use a comma inside a field
value.

l To skip a field, use the value null as a placeholder for that field value.

l The first 11 fields are required for accurate reporting. These fields are
used in the alerting reports, making it essential that all entries contain
values for these fields. Subsequent fields are optional.
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l For any field, use a variable or assign the value explicitly.

l The format for a variable is PROP.propertyname, where propertyname
is a field in the Dell EMC SRM event data.

5. Click Ok.

6. Attach the Trap action to the correct outcome in the definition.

a. Drag from an outcome on the right side of a symbol.

b. Drag to the yellow outlined square on the left of the SNMP Trap symbol, and
release when the yellow square turns green.

The square turns gray after a successful connection.

c. Click Save, and then choose whether to save and enable, or save and disable
this alert definition.

Templates and grouped boxes
Dell EMC SRM includes features that can save time and provide consistency when
working with alert definitions.

Templates

A template saves time by populating the configuration fields in an action
component. Dell EMC SRM comes with some predefined templates.

Grouped boxes

This feature lets you modularize a set of components for use in multiple alert
definitions. For example, you can create one object that represents a set of
operations and conditions. You can create the set once as a grouped box, and
then drag the grouped box into multiple alert definitions.

For more information about templates and grouped boxes, click Help in the banner
area on the Console.

Creating alert definition folders
You can create an alert definition folder when you create an alert definition.

If necessary, create a placeholder alert definition to create a folder. There must be at
least one alert definition in a folder to preserve the folder.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and go to Administration > CONFIG > Alerts > Manage
Alert Definitions.

2. In the left pane, above the navigation tree, click the Create a new element
icon.

3. Drag the Filtered entry symbol onto the whiteboard.

4. Name the Filtered entry component.

For example, name it Temporary.

5. Click OK, and then click Save.

6. Type a name for the new alert definition.

For example, type Placeholder.
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7. For Folder, select the parent folder, and then select Add new folder.

Note

To make a new top level folder, select Add new folder at the bottom of the list
of folders.

8. Type the folder name.

Be sure to use a descriptive name for what the folder represents.

9. Click Save and disable.

The new folder and the placeholder alert definition appear in the navigation
tree.

10. Add or copy definitions into the new folder.

Note

Add at least one proper alert to the new folder before you remove the
placeholder definition. A folder without any alert definitions disappears.
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CHAPTER 13

Alerting database and active cache

The following topics describe the Events database. See Alert properties in a database
entry on page 149 for the format of an alert in the database.

l Events database............................................................................................... 142
l Active cache..................................................................................................... 142
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Events database
The Events database stores generated alert data for configurable periods of time.

The Events database contains two tables.

genericevents_live table

This table stores all ACTIVE alerts. The All Alerts report on the Console, and all of
the reports that are filtered versions of it, are based on the entries in this table.

An ACTIVE alert is one whose Active property has the value 1.

genericevents_archive table

This table stores INACTIVE alerts until they are purged from the system.

An INACTIVE alert is one whose Active property has the value 0.

For descriptions of the properties in the table entries, see Alert properties in a
database entry on page 149.

Active cache
The active cache is an exact copy of the genericevents_live table that is kept in
memory.

The alerting system uses the active cache to reduce the number of database
transactions required. Use of the active cache is an implementation technique that
occurs automatically and does not require any specific administrator or developer
interactions.
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CHAPTER 14

Formats and MIB

This chapter shows the format of a normalized alert, the format of an alert in the
Events database, and the MIB that reflects the format of trap notifications to a third
party trap receiver.

l Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap ............................................. 144
l OIDs for normalized event data and trap message format ................................148
l Alert properties in a database entry ................................................................. 149
l SRM-ALERTS-MIB...........................................................................................154
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Normalized format for Alert Trap and Clear Trap
Event data is normalized into a common format that becomes the message in the Alert
Trap. The Dell EMC SRM Alert Trap and Clear Trap entry must contain data in the
expected order and must use the value NULL to skip a data field.

Rules for Alert Trap and Clear Trap Entry
Use these rules for the Entry field on the SNMP Trap action dialog box.

l Use the required field order as listed in the following table.

l Separate each field using a comma.

l To skip a field, use the value null as a placeholder for that field value.

l Some fields are required. These fields are used for indexing, for uniquely naming an
alert, and for filters in the alerting reports.

l For any field, use a variable or assign the value explicitly. See the notes in the
following table. In general, it is a best practice to use the variable whenever
possible.

l The format for a variable is PROP.'propertyname' , where propertyname is a
field in the Dell EMC SRM event data.

Field order and explanations for Dell EMC SRM Alert Trap
The following table describes the data in the Dell EMC SRM Alert Trap entry field. The
ordering is important. To skip a data element, use the literal value null.

Table 11 Data in an Alert Trap message

S.No Field Name Description Value

0 device Required. The device that
the event occurred on. A
combination of the device
(0), parttype (3), part
(2), and eventname (19)

fields uniquely identifies an
alert.

PROP.'device' Although a literal

value is permitted, it is best practice to
use the PROP variable to pass the value
from the source event.

1 devtype Required. The type of
device.

PROP.'devtype' Although a literal

value is permitted, it is best practice to
use the PROP variable to pass the value
from the source event.

2 part Can be null. A combination
of the device (0),

parttype (3), part (2),

and eventname (19) fields

uniquely identifies an alert.

PROP.'part' or assign a value or null.

3 parttype Can be null. A combination
of the device (0),

parttype (3), part (2),

and eventname (19) fields

uniquely identifies an alert.

PROP.'parttype' or assign a value or

null.
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Table 11 Data in an Alert Trap message (continued)

S.No Field Name Description Value

4 sourceeven
ttype

Assigns the event as either
DURABLE or MOMENTARY.
If unassigned, defaults to
MOMENTARY.
MOMENTARY events can
be cleared by user action,
whereas DURABLE events
are intended to clear only
when another event is
processed that clears the
original event. If no user
action is taken
MOMENTARY alerts are
automatically cleared after
7days.

One of the following literals:

DURABLE
MOMENTARY

5 value A versatile field that can
hold any value. Usually it is a
metric or status value that is
passed in from the source
event. If the translation
rules that are provided to
the Log Processor followed
best practices, additional
details about the value
appear in the event text or
fullmsg fields.

To pass in a value from the source
event, use the following literal: VALUE

6 severity Usually, severity is
normalized at the event
level. The best practice is to
pass in that value using
PROP.'severity' If left

unassigned by normalization
and here, severity defaults
to 4 (null) and appears on
reports as UNKNOWN.

PROP.'severity' or assign a value

here. You can use either the number or
the SNMP ENUM value that is shown in
the following list. These values get
translated as shown on the reports.

1. SNMP ENUM::Translates to:

2. critical:CRITICAL
3. error:MAJOR
4. warning:MINOR
5. null:UNKNOWN
6. info:INFORMATIONAL

7 fullmsg Optional. The user-friendly
message that is associated
with this event.

The message can include:

l Punctuation except for commas.

l The literal VALUE.

l Variables in the form
PROP.'fieldname'

8 source The data source for the
alert, such as a collector
name, an event listener, a

PROP.'source'
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Table 11 Data in an Alert Trap message (continued)

S.No Field Name Description Value

MIB name, or a report
name.

9 OpenedAt The timestamp when the
alert first occurred.

The literal value TMST is the only valid

value. The actual timestamp is assigned
when the alert first occurs, and this field
(openedat) remains consistent for the

duration of the alert, even if the alert is
updated.

10 category A classification of the event. PROP.'category' or assign a value.

11 sourceip The IP address of the
source of the alert.

PROP.'sourceip'

12 sourcedoma
inname

The domain name of the
source of the alert.

PROP.'sourcedomainname'

13 userdefine
d1

User-defined fields. PROP.'userdefinedn' if the Log

Processor rules configuration file for this
event type assigns values to these fields.
Otherwise, provide the user-defined
values here. Examples:

Contact: admin
Dept: IT

14 userdefine
d2

15 userdefine
d3

16 userdefine
d4

17 userdefine
d5

18 userdefine
d6

19 eventname Intended to describe activity
of the component that is
the source of the event. For
out-of-the-box alerts
provided by SolutionPacks,
a best practice is a single
word for the event, such as
Down, Unplugged,
Impacted. A combination of
the device (0), parttype
(3), part (2), and

eventname (19) fields

uniquely identifies an alert.

PROP.'eventname' or assign a value

20 eventstate Required. Assigns whether
this is an Alert Trap
(ACTIVE) or a clear trap
(INACTIVE).

For Alert Trap messages, use the literal
value ACTIVE. For Clear Trap messages,

use the literal value INACTIVE.

21 eventdispl
ayname

Same as eventname but in

a readable format.

For example, if eventname is

HighUtilization, then
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Table 11 Data in an Alert Trap message (continued)

S.No Field Name Description Value

eventdisplayname is High
Utilization, adding a space for

readability.

22 systemdefi
ned1

Contains the metric name or
the event code from the
source of the event.

Not applicable

23 systemdefi
ned2

Reserved for future use. Not applicable

Requirements for a Clear Trap
A Clear Trap uses the same message format as the Alert Trap. Here are additional
rules for a Clear Trap:

l It must contain values that match the Alert Trap in the following fields. Other
fields can optionally be included.

Table 12 Data in Clear Trap messages

S.N
o

Field name Required value for Clear Trap

0 device Same as the values used for the associated Alert Trap. Best practice
would use the variables as follows: PROP.'device',

PROP.'devtype', PROP.'part', PROP.'parttype'1 devtype

2 part

3 parttype

9 openedat Use the literal value TMST.

20 eventstat
e

INACTIVE

l Be sure to use the literal null for all skipped fields.

Example 2  Examples

Here is an Alert Trap entry for a DURABLE alert with a severity of MAJOR.

PROP.'device',PROP.'devtype',PROP.'part',PROP.'parttype',DURABLE,VAL
UE,2,
Backend PROP.'part' processing delay on server PROP.'device' is 
high (VALUE ms since last 5 minutes). 
Please verify server logs for more details.  Performance of EMC M&R 
can be impacted.,
PROP.'source',TMST,Performance,PROP.'ip',null,null,null,null,null,nu
ll,null,Backend error,ACTIVE

Notice the following about this Alert Trap entry:
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Example 2  Examples (continued)

l The value for fullmsg is quite long and includes references to three variables
(PROP.'part', PROP.'device', and VALUE).

l The entry skips sourcedomainname and the six user-defined fields, using NULL
as placeholders.

l The value for eventname is Backend error.

l The value for eventstate is ACTIVE.

Here is a corresponding Clear Trap for the Alert Trap. This Clear Trap contains the
minimal number of fields required. More fields could be provided.

PROP.'device',PROP.'devtype',PROP.'part',PROP.'parttype',null,null,n
ull,null,
null,TMST,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,INACTIVE

Notice the following about the Clear Trap entry:

l The values for fields numbered 0, 1, 2, 3 and 9 (as listed in Table 12  on page 147)
are the same values that are used in the Alert Trap entry.

l The value NULL is used for all skipped fields.

l The value for eventstate is INACTIVE.

OIDs for normalized event data and trap message format
The normalization process transforms event data into a form acceptable for creating a
Dell EMC SRM alert. The normalized event data and the SNMP trap message that is
sent from the Alerting Backend to the Trap Receiver use the same format.

The following is the format of normalized event data for creating Dell EMC SRM
alerts. For each property in the trap, there is a specific OID.

      
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.0" 
to="_device" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.1" 
to="_devtype" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.2" 
to="_part" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.3" 
to="_parttype" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.4" 
to="_sourceeventtype" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.5" 
to="_value" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.6" 
to="_severity" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.7" 
to="_fullmsg" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.8" 
to="_Source" />
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      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.9" 
to="_OpenedAt" />
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.10" 
to="_category"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.11" 
to="_sourceip"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.12" 
to="_sourcedomainname"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.13" 
to="_userdefined1"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.14" 
to="_userdefined2"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.15" 
to="_userdefined3"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.16" 
to="_userdefined4"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.17" 
to="_userdefined5"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.18" 
to="_userdefined6"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.19" 
to="_eventname"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.20" 
to="_eventstate"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.21" 
to="_eventdisplayname"/>
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.22" 
to="_systemdefined1"/>
      <!--[Application Essentials] fqdn -->
      <variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.23" 
to="_systemdefined2"/>
      <!--[Application Essentials] appuid -->

Alert properties in a database entry
The following table describes the properties in an alert entry in the Events database.

Both tables in the Events database use the same table definition. The field
descriptions in the following table apply to both the database tables.

In the following table:

l In the Null column, any fields that are marked 'No' can never be null.

l In the Key column, any fields that are marked as multiple or primary should never
be blank. These fields form a unique key for the event row.

Table 13 Fields in an Events database entry

Field Type Nul
l

Key Description

id bigint(20) YES MUL The ID of the alert as it exists in the database.
Assigned by the Key Modifier during Alert
Consolidation.

name varchar(89
6)

NO PRI The unique name, or index, of an alert entry. This
index must be matched to inactivate an active
alert. The best practice that is used by most
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Table 13 Fields in an Events database entry  (continued)

Field Type Nul
l

Key Description

SolutionPack alerting implementations is to
generate name as:

 like 
{device}_{parttype}_{part}_{eventname}
 The definition is defined in file 
                     07-threshold-
trap-rules.xml. 
                  

openedat int(11) NO PRI The date and time when the alert first occurs.

count int(11) YES - How many times the same alert has occurred.

eventsta
te

varchar(64
)

YES - The current state of the alert, with values of
ACTIVE or INACTIVE. The database keeps this

field in sync with the active field.

source varchar(64
)

YES MUL The source of the alert.

parttype varchar(25
6)

YES MUL The part type that the alert occurred on. On the
UI, the part type is Component Type. It is a
required field in the Alert Trap because it is used
in the alert index. See the name field.

part varchar(51
2)

YES - The part that the alert occurred on. On the UI, the
part type is Component. It is a required field in the
Alert Trap because it is used in the alert index.
See the name field.

eventnam
e

varchar(12
8)

YES MUL The name of the alert. It is a required field in the
Alert Trap because it is used in the alert index.
See the name field.

parttype
displayn
ame

varchar(25
6)

YES MUL The display-ready part type that the alert
occurred on. The value comes from the alert
consolidation process. On the UI, it is Component
Type.

partdisp
layname

varchar(51
2)

YES - The display-ready part that the alert occurred on.
The value comes from the alert consolidation
process. On the UI, it is Component.

eventdis
playname

varchar(12
8)

YES - The display-ready name of the alert. The value
comes from the alert consolidation process.

fullmsg varchar(51
2)

YES - A message that is used to describe more
information about the alert.

devtype varchar(25
6)

YES - The device type that the alert occurred on.

device varchar(51
2)

YES - The device that the alert occurred on. It is a
required field in the Alert Trap because it is used
in the alert index. See the name field.
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Table 13 Fields in an Events database entry  (continued)

Field Type Nul
l

Key Description

sourceip varchar(64
)

YES - The IP of the source of the alert.

sourcedo
mainname

varchar(64
)

YES - The domain name of the source of the alert.

sourceev
enttype

varchar(64
)

YES - The event type from the source of the alert.

value varchar(64
)

YES - The value of the metric or attribute that caused
the alert.

active tinyint(1) YES MUL A TRUE (1) value indicates that this alert is active
on the system. It is a system-maintained field.

timestam
p

int(11) YES - The timestamp of the latest entry of an alert. It is
a system-maintained field.

closedat int(11) YES MUL The date-time when the alert was closed (made
inactive).

duration int(11) YES MUL The duration between when the alert was ACTIVE
to INACTIVE. It is a system-maintained field.

lastchan
gedat

int(11) YES MUL The date and time when an alert was last updated.
It is a system-maintained field.

isroot tinyint(1) YES MUL Reserved for future use.

isproble
m

tinyint(1) YES - Reserved for future use.

acknowle
dged

tinyint(1) YES MUL The alert is acknowledged by a user indicated with
A YES (1) value. In response to user actions on
the Console, the field is maintained by the system.

eventtyp
e

varchar(64
)

YES - The type of event. Values are MOMENTARY or

DURABLE. Value is assigned in the Alert Trap. If

left unassigned, defaults to MOMENTARY

category varchar(64
)

YES MUL The category of the alert as assigned in the Alert
Trap or inferred from the Event Log Processor
configuration files.

eventtex
t

varchar(20
48)

YES - A description of the alert.

severity tinyint(4) YES MUL The severity of the alert as assigned in the Alert
Trap. If not assigned in the alert trap, the default
is 4.

1. SNMP ENUM:translates to

2. critical:CRITICAL
3. error:MAJOR
4. warning:MINOR
5. null:UNKNOWN
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Table 13 Fields in an Events database entry  (continued)

Field Type Nul
l

Key Description

6. info:INFORMATIONAL

impact bigint(20) YES - Impact of the alert. Not currently used in Dell
EMC SRM.

certaint
y

float YES - The certainty of the alert. Not currently used in
Dell EMC SRM.

inmainte
nance

tinyint(1) YES - A YES (1) value indicates that the device, where
this alert occurs on, is undergoing maintenance.
Not currently used in Dell EMC SRM.

troublet
icketid

varchar(64
)

YES - Not currently used in Dell EMC SRM. Can be used
for integration purposes with a third-party ticket
management system as the ID of the alert in an
external system.

owner varchar(64
)

YES - The current owner of the alert. Maintained by the
system in response to user actions on the
Console.

systemde
fined1

varchar(51
2)

YES - Following Dell EMC SRM best practices, this field
stores the metricname or eventcode from the

source device.

systemde
fined2

varchar(51
2)

YES - A custom field that is reserved for Dell EMC M&R
Platform and SolutionPack future use.

systemde
fined3

varchar(51
2)

YES - A custom field that is reserved for Dell EMC M&R
Platform and SolutionPack future use.

systemde
fined4

varchar(51
2)

YES - A custom field that is reserved for Dell EMC M&R
Platform and SolutionPack future use.

systemde
fined5

varchar(51
2)

YES - A custom field that is reserved for Dell EMC M&R
Platform and SolutionPack future use.

userdefi
ned1

varchar(51
2)

YES - The system administrator modifies the custom
field. Can be used at any time in alert definition
actions, such as Log, Mail, or Alert Trap actions.

userdefi
ned2

varchar(51
2)

YES - Custom fields that can be used for customer-
specific purposes. Can be used at any time in an
Alert Trap or other actions.userdefi

ned3
varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned4

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned5

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned6

varchar(51
2)

YES -
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Table 13 Fields in an Events database entry  (continued)

Field Type Nul
l

Key Description

userdefi
ned7

varchar(51
2)

YES - Custom fields that can be used for customer-
specific purposes. Can be used in an alert trap but
need additional configuration in files threshold-
alert-rules.xml and 00-Initializer.xml

userdefi
ned8

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned9

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned10

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned11

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned12

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned13

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned14

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned15

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned16

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned17

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned18

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned19

varchar(51
2)

YES -

userdefi
ned20

varchar(51
2)

YES -

enterpri
se

varchar(51
2)

YES - -NA-

generic varchar(51
2)

YES - - NA-
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SRM-ALERTS-MIB
The SRM-ALERTS-MIB describes the format of an alert notification that is forwarded
by the Alert Consolidation Trap Notification alert definition to a third-party trap
receiver. You can supply this MIB to the third party.

--------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
--
-- Copyright (c) 2016, EMC Corporation.  All rights reserved
--
-- This software contains the intellectual property of EMC 
Corporation
-- or is licensed to EMC Corporation from third parties. 
-- This software is protected, without limitation, by copyright law 
and
-- international treaties.
-- Use of this software and the intellectual property contained 
therein
-- is expressly limited to the terms and conditions of the License
-- Agreement under which it is provided by or on behalf of EMC. 
--
--The information in this software is subject to change without 
notice
--and should not be construed as a commitment by EMC Corporation.
--
--EMC Corporation assumes no responsibility for the use or 
reliability
--of this software.
--
--------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
--      SRM-ALERTS-MIB 1.00
--              History:
--      1.00    27/05/2016 Creation.
--
--  This MIB should be used by external trap receivers for 
receiving SRM Alerts as traps.
--------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

SRM-ALERTS-MIB
DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
IMPORTS
        OBJECT-TYPE
                FROM RFC-1212
        enterprises
                FROM RFC1155-SMI
        TRAP-TYPE
                FROM RFC-1215;

-- Type Definitions

watch4net OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { enterprises 11970 }
alerting OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { watch4net 1 }
alertEvent OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { alerting 1 }
alertEventTrap OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { alertEvent 2 }

-- Objects definitions

id  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX OCTET STRING
    ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS  mandatory
    DESCRIPTION
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            "The ID of the alert."
    ::= { alertEventTrap  1 }

name    OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..255))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The unique name of an alert. The Alert correlation 
unique index. Generated like 
{device}_{parttype}_{part}_{eventname}."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  2 }

openedat    OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The date and time when the alert first occurs."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  3 }

count   OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "Number of times an alert has occurred."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  4 }

eventstate  OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The mandatory state of the alert, (ACTIVE or 
INACTIVE)."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  5 }

source  OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The source of the alert."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  6 }

parttype    OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The part type that the alert occurred on."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  7 }

part    OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The part that the alert occurred on."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  8 }

eventname   OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The name of the alert."
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            ::= { alertEventTrap  9 }

parttypedisplayname    OBJECT-TYPE
                       SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                       ACCESS  read-only
                       STATUS  mandatory
                       DESCRIPTION
                               "The display-ready part type that 
the alert occurred on."
                       ::= { alertEventTrap  10 }

partdisplayname OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "The display-ready part that the alert 
occurred on."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  11 }

eventdisplayname    OBJECT-TYPE
                    SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                    ACCESS  read-only
                    STATUS  mandatory
                    DESCRIPTION
                            "The display-ready name of the alert."
                    ::= { alertEventTrap  12 }

fullmsg OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "A message used to describe more information about 
the alert."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  13 }

devtype OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The device type that the alert occurred on."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  14 }

device  OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The device that the alert occurred on."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  15 }

sourceip    OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The IP of the source of the alert."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  16 }

sourcedomainname    OBJECT-TYPE
                    SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                    ACCESS  read-only
                    STATUS  mandatory
                    DESCRIPTION
                            "The domain name of the source of the 
alert."
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                    ::= { alertEventTrap  17 }

sourceeventtype OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "The event type from the source of the 
alert."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  18 }

value   OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The value of the metric or attribute that caused 
the alert."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  19 }

active  OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "A (1) value indicates this alert is currently 
active on the system."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  20 }

timestamp   OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The timestamp of the lastest entry of an 
alert."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  21 }

closedat    OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The date-time when the alert was closed."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  22 }

duration OBJECT-TYPE
         SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
         ACCESS  read-only
         STATUS  mandatory
         DESCRIPTION
                "The duration between when the alert was ACTIVE to 
INACTIVE."
         ::= { alertEventTrap  23 }

lastchangedat   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "The date and time when an alert was last 
updated."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  24 }

isroot  OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
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        DESCRIPTION
                "A (1) value indicates this alert is has no known 
deeper underlying cause."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  25 }

isproblem   OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "A (1) value indicates this alert was 
discovered via Codebook Correlation."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  26 }

acknowledged OBJECT-TYPE
             SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
             ACCESS  read-only
             STATUS  mandatory
             DESCRIPTION
                     "A (1) value indicates that the alert has been 
acknowledged by a user."
             ::= { alertEventTrap  27 }

eventtype   OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The type of event, (MOMENTARY, DURABLE)."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  28 }

category    OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The category of the alert."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  29 }

eventtext   OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "A description of the alert"
            ::= { alertEventTrap  30 }

severity    OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
            DESCRIPTION
                    "The severity of the alert - CRITICAL(1), 
MAJOR(2), MINOR(3), UNKNOWN(4), INFORMATIONAL(5)."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  31 }

impact  OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The impact of the alert."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  32}

certainty   OBJECT-TYPE
            SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
            ACCESS  read-only
            STATUS  mandatory
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            DESCRIPTION
                    "The certainty of the alert."
            ::= { alertEventTrap  33 }

inmaintenance   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A (1) value indicates the device this 
alert occurs on is currently undergoing maintenance"
                ::= { alertEventTrap  34 }

troubleticketid OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "The ID of this alerting in an external 
ticket management system."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  35 }

owner   OBJECT-TYPE
        SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..64))
        ACCESS  read-only
        STATUS  mandatory
        DESCRIPTION
                "The current owner of the alert."
        ::= { alertEventTrap  36 }

systemdefined1  OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that is reserved for M&R 
Platform and SolutionPack use."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  37 }

systemdefined2  OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that is reserved for M&R 
Platform and SolutionPack use."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  38 }

systemdefined3  OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that is reserved for M&R 
Platform and SolutionPack use."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  39 }

systemdefined4  OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that is reserved for M&R 
Platform and SolutionPack use."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  40 }

systemdefined5  OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
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                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that is reserved for M&R 
Platform and SolutionPack use."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  41 }

userdefined1    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  42 }

userdefined2    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  43 }

userdefined3    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  44 }

userdefined4    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  45 }

userdefined5    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  46 }

userdefined6    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  47 }

userdefined7    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
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                ::= { alertEventTrap  48 }

userdefined8    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  49 }

userdefined9    OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  50 }

userdefined10   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  51 }

userdefined11   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  52 }

userdefined12   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  53 }

userdefined13   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  54 }

userdefined14   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  55 }

userdefined15   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
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                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  56 }

userdefined16   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  57 }

userdefined17   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  58 }

userdefined18   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  59 }

userdefined19   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  60 }

userdefined20   OBJECT-TYPE
                SYNTAX OCTET STRING
                ACCESS  read-only
                STATUS  mandatory
                DESCRIPTION
                        "A custom field that can be modified by the 
system administrator."
                ::= { alertEventTrap  61 }

-- Trap Definitions 
------------------------------------------------------------
alertEventTrapMessage    TRAP-TYPE
        ENTERPRISE      alertEventTrap
        VARIABLES       {
                        id,
                        name,
                        openedat,
                        count,
                        eventstate,
                        source,
                        parttype,
                        part,
                        eventname,
                        parttypedisplayname,
                        partdisplayname,
                        eventdisplayname,
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                        fullmsg,
                        devtype,
                        device,
                        sourceip,
                        sourcedomainname,
                        sourceeventtype,
                        value,
                        active,
                        timestamp,
                        closedat,
                        duration,
                        lastchangedat,
                        isroot,
                        isproblem,
                        acknowledged,
                        eventtype,
                        category,
                        eventtext,
                        severity,
                        impact,
                        certainty,
                        inmaintenance,
                        troubleticketid,
                        owner,
                        systemdefined1,
                        systemdefined2,
                        systemdefined3,
                        systemdefined4,
                        systemdefined5,
                        userdefined1,
                        userdefined2,
                        userdefined3,
                        userdefined4,
                        userdefined5,
                        userdefined6,
                        userdefined7,
                        userdefined8,
                        userdefined9,
                        userdefined10,
                        userdefined11,
                        userdefined12,
                        userdefined13,
                        userdefined14,
                        userdefined15,
                        userdefined16,
                        userdefined17,
                        userdefined18,
                        userdefined19,
                        userdefined20
                        }
            DESCRIPTION
                "Trap for alerts."
            ::= 1

END
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CHAPTER 15

Additional development topics

The following topics describe additional features available for expanding alert
consolidation functionality.

l Create a manual alert trap ............................................................................... 166
l Script to generate random alerts...................................................................... 166
l Trap Receiver as a standalone module.............................................................. 167
l Report filter for active versus inactive alerts.................................................... 170
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Create a manual alert trap
You can manually send a trap to the Events database. This process completely
bypasses the Alerting Backend and does not require an alert definition.

Procedure

1. Log n to the OS command line on the Primary Backend server.

2. Use the snmptrap command to send a trap that assigns values to fields using
the OIDs.

3. Check the alert consolidation log file to see the alert contents.

4. Use a database query to find the entry in the Events database.

Script to generate random alerts
The following script provides a way to quickly generate alerts for testing purposes.

#Prior to running this, execute '/opt/emc/vmutils/bin/vmutils-
manager.sh' and install 'net-snmp'
#!/bin/bash
for i in {1..100}
do
   /usr/bin/snmptrap -v 2c -c public localhost:2041 '' .
1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.1 .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.0 s 'device'$i .
1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.1 s 'devtype'$i  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.2 
s 'part'$i  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.3 s 'parttype'$i .
1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.4 s 'MOMENTARY'  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.5 
s 'value'$i  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.6 s ''$(( ( RANDOM % 5 )  
+ 1 ))  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.7 s 'msg'$i  .
1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.8 s 'source'$i  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.10 
s 'category'$i  .1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.11 s 'ip'$i  .
1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.12 s 'domain'$i  .
1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.1.2.19 s 'event'$i
done
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Trap Receiver as a standalone module
The Trap Receiver is a processing element that is designed to receive and forward
SNMP Traps.

The Trap Receiver can receive traps using any of the SNMP protocols (up to and
including v3). It can forward traps in the same format as received or transform them
into Events which is handled by the Event Processing Manager. So this component is
used to receive and process traps, or simply to forward them to their eventual
destination.

Trap Receiver as a standalone module
The Trap Receiver is installed by default with Alert Consolidation but it can be used
also as a standalone module.

It is installed like any other module, using the module-manager. The package name is
trap-receiver.

Procedure

1. Use the following command:

<APG_BASE>/bin/managemodules.sh install trap-receiver

2. Edit the following file:

 <APG_BASE>/Event-Processing/Event-Processing-Manager/
<INSTANCE>/conf/processing.xml

3. Add the following line:

<processing-element name="Trap-Receiver"
type="Trap-Receiver" config="Trap-Receiver/Default/conf/
config.xml" {STREAM_NAME}={STREAM_HANDLE}
... />

where:

l STREAM_NAME is the name that you use to reference the string in the rule
files (data).

l STREAM_HANDLE is the destination for the stream name (GEW).

l You can specify multiple name = handle pairs. However, the names must be
unique.

l The config.xml configuration file contains the customized configuration
for this processing element and should be located in the following directory:

<APG_BASE>/Event-Processing/Trap-Receiver/<INSTANCE>/conf/

4. To run correctly, this processing element might need to be run as root.

a. Edit the unix-service.properties file of the Event-Processing-
Manager instance that controls the Trap Receiver.

b. Set the line apg.user=root.
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c. Update the Event-Processing-Manager service.

Trap Receiver configuration

Main configuration file
The default configuration file for this module is:

<APG_BASE>/Event-Processing/Trap-Receiver/<INSTANCE>/conf/
config.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<config xmlns="http://www.watch4net.com/Events/TrapReceiver"
        xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
       <rules location="rules" />
       <mibs location="mibs" />
       <ipbind incoming="0.0.0.0:10162" outgoing="0.0.0.0" />
<threads count="2" />
<incoming-v3-params username="" authentication-protocol="" 
authentication-password="" 
           encryption-protocol="" encryption-password="" 
engineID=""/>
<outgoing-v3-params username="" authentication-protocol="" 
authentication-password="" 
           encryption-protocol="" encryption-password="" 
engineID=""/>
</config>

Elements are:

<rules>

Required. The rules file or directory to use.

<mibs>

Required. The MIB file or directory to use. When converting a trap to an event,
the processing element uses the specified MIB files to convert OIDs to human
readable form.

<ipbind>

The interface that is used to receive traps and port as well as the one used to
forward traps. If omitted, the default receiver is 0.0.0.0:162 and the default
forwarder is the first available interface. IPv6 addresses are supported, using the
format [IPv6 address]:port.

<threads>

Total number of threads for processing traps.

<incoming-v3-params>

Used for decoding v3 traps. If used, all the attributes must be specified.
Encryption-protocol is one of {"AES", "DES"} and authentication-protocol is one
of {"MD5", "SHA"}.

If the encryption-password is left blank, encryption is not used. If the
authentication-password is left blank, authentication is not used.

The engineID is a string of ASCII characters that corresponds to the engineID of
the agent. For example, if the agent is using "0x70707071727374" as the engine,
then the engineID should be "pppqrst".
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<outgoing-v3-params>

Sets the v3 parameters for the forwarded v3 traps. It is configured in the same
way as the <incoming-v3-params> element.

Rules configuration
The default rules folder is located here:

<APG-BASE>/Event-Processing/Trap-Receiver/<INSTANCE>/conf/
rules/
Multiple rules files may be specified by specifying the folder where they are located.
Multiple files are processed in alphabetical order.

Use the following rules file as a template for rule creation:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rules>
<rule ip-address="*" oid="*" specific-id="*" generic-id="*" 
enterprise-id="*">
<handle destination="data">
<variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" to="new name" />
</handle>
<forward destination="192.168.1.100:45678" />
<break />
</rule>
       <rule ip-address="192.168.1.1/24" oid=".1.3.6.4.1.4.*" 
specific-id="2" generic-id=”9”>
<handle destination="data" />
<forward destination="10.128.2.32" />
<break />
</rule>
<rule>
<break />
</rule>
</rules>

Elements are:

<rule>

Defines a rule. This element accepts the following optional attributes that are
used as filters. If all filters are omitted, then the rule matches everything.

ip-address

IP address, netmask, or a wildcard (*).

generic-id

Number or wildcard.

specific-id

Number or wildcard.

oid

OID, wildcard, or beginning of an OID terminated by a wildcard.

enterprise-id

OID or wildcard.
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<forward>

Optional. Specifies the desired destination of the traps which are received that
are matched by the filters of the associated rule. If used, a destination in the form
of ip_address or ip_address:port is required.

<handle>

Optional. Specifies the stream to which the event that is generated from this trap
should be sent. This element allows also for specifying conversions to perform on
the event data:

<constant-conversion>

Use this element to add a value to the event. For example:

<constant-conversion key="source" value="TRAP-RECEIVER" />

<variablename-conversion>

Takes the key of a {key,value} pair from the generated event and converts it.
Use this element to convert OIDs if they are not found in any of the specified
MIBs). For example:

<variablename-conversion from=".1.3.6.1.4.1.11970.1.0" 
to="sent-by" />

<break>

Optional. Stops all further processing on the trap for all rules.

Report filter for active versus inactive alerts
The report filter determines whether a report includes active or inactive alerts.

To create custom alerting reports that show active alerts, start with the filter from the
All Alerts reports.

!eventSource=='ImpactAnalysis-GenericEvent'
&
active=='1'
&
#EVENTS-GENERIC:ALL

Here is the graphical representation from the filter wizard:

Here is the meaning of each component in the filter:

l The eventSource phrase eliminates impact analysis events.
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l The active phrase includes only ACTIVE alerts. The ACTIVE property is 1 for
active and 0 for inactive.

l The variable phrase names the database.
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